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LEADER TECHNOLOGIES FILES TRILLION DOLLAR
BOND LIEN ON THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
PRESIDENT TRUMP IS ASKED TO COMPENSATE LEADER FOR THE
THEFT OF THEIR INVENTIONS BY THE DEEP STATE SHADOW
GOVERNMENT
LEADER’S SOCIAL NETWORKING INVENTION WAS STOLEN BY
CLINTON’S SPY MASTER JAMES P. CHANDLER IN 2000 IN ORDER
TO HIJACK THE INTERNET
DEEP STATE LAWYER NOTES ACTUALLY CALLED IT A "COUP"
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION | JUL. 24, 2016, UPDATED AUG. 17, 2017 |
PDF

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

DEEP STATE SHADOW
GOVERNMENT POSTER
Harvard | Yale | Stanford Sycophants
Updated Jun. 03, 2017.

CLICK HERE TO SEE TIMELINE
OF THE HIJACKING OF THE
INTERNET AND DATABASE
PAY-t o -PL AY N EW WORL D ORDER
This timeline shows how insiders sell access
& manipulate politicians, police, intelligence,
judges and media to keep their secrets
Clintons, Obamas, Summers were paid in cash for
outlandish speaking fees and Foundation donations.
Sycophant judges, politicians, academics, bureaucrats
and media were fed tips to mutual funds tied to insider
stocks like Facebook. Risk of public exposure,
blackmail, pedophilia, “snuff parties” (ritual child sexual
abuse and murder) and Satanism have ensured silence
among pay-to-play beneficiaries. The U.S. Patent Office
is their toy box.
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FIG. 1 – LEADER TECHNOLOGIES FILED A MILLER ACT NOTICE. The real inventor of social networking,
Leader Technologies and Michael McKibben, asked President Trump to force technology companies
who provide services to the U.S. Deep State intelligence services running rogue operations out of
the National Security Staff (NSS), National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC) and the IBM
Eclipse Foundation, to pay inventor Leader for the confiscation of their social networking
invention since 2000. Bill Clinton's intelligence advisor, James P. Chandler, first learned about
Leader invention in Feb. 2002, according to the Miller Act Notice. See Figs. 2, 3 below.
Graphic Deep State News

(JUL. 24, 2017)—Citing bombshell lawyer notes of a private conversation,
U.S. intelligence insiders called their plan to use stolen social networking
technology to take over the Internet a “coup.” Leader Technologies and its
founder and inventor, Michael McKibben, served the federal equivalent of a
lien on the US government today.
Leader CEO McKibben is the true
inventor of social networking, as the
timeline in the White House notice
shows. See Fig. 2 below.
Leader filed a “Miller Act Notice” on
the White House at 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue this morning. The Miller Act,
40 USC 3131, requires prime
contractors on government contracts
to post bonds guaranteeing payment
FIG. 2: MICHAEL MCKIBBEN.
to suppliers. Leader has proven
Photo NBC4 WCMH-TV
breach of contract and argues that
technology suppliers to the the
Deep State have benefited from Leader's inventions since 2000 without
compensating Leader for those benefits. All this is explained in the Miller
Act Notice. Likewise, when your builder doesn't pay the subcontractors, the
subs can file a mechanic's lien. The Miller Act is similar, except that the
federal government is exempt from having to sell its property to cover
outstanding obligations. In lieu of a mechanic's lien, federal contracts
require surety bonds.

Updated Mar. 19, 2014

Bookmark: #mckibben-battle-for-the-soul-of-america

NEW! AUG. 03, 2017: MCKIBBEN: BATTLE
FOR THE SOUL OF AMERICA
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FIG. 3: MICHAEL MCKIBBEN—BATTLE FOR THE SOUL OF AMERICA. Mike McKibben explains how Leader
Technologies discovered that their patent attorney, James P. Chandler, stole their social
networking invention and fed it to IBM and the Deep State rogue shadow government. He also
describes his former work in the former Soviet Union where he observed the death of the globalist
assault on Christianity in Russia, which is now being repeated in America.
https://youtu.be/dqdo2WuhPX0 | Raw *.mp4 video file | VIDEO TRANSCRIPT

LEADER TECHNOLOGIES FILES TRILLION
DOLLAR BOND LIE...
► June (3)
► May (2)
► April (3)
► March (3)

The timeline also reveals disturbing long-time collusion of Leader’s former
patent attorney, James P. Chandler, with the White House ever since Bill
Clinton's presidency, right through George Bush and Barack Obama. It also
shows his collusion with rogue intelligence operatives in the NSA, CIA, FBI
and with IBM, among others. Perhaps this is why former executives from
these agencies are speaking out against President Trump right now? They
are attempting to hide this collusion?

► February (2)
► January (2)
► 2016 (39)
► 2015 (34)
► 2014 (26)
► 2013 (28)
► 2012 (6)

UPDATE MAR. 25, 2014

FIVE CRITICAL AFI POSTS ON JUDICIAL
COMPROMISE
Fully updated Mar. 25, 2014 in the wake of
the Scribd censorship:
1. HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW

RICH ON THE BACKS OF
AMERICAN INVENTORS
Patent Office filings are
shuffled out the USPTO backdoor to crony
lawyers, banks and deep-pocket clients.
2. WAS CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS BLACKMAILED into
supporting Obamacare by his ethical
compromises in Leader v. Facebook?
3. JUSTICE ROBERTS MENTORED
Facebook Gibson Dunn LLP
attorneys.

FIG. 4—MILLER ACT NOTICE TIMELINE contained in Leader Technologies' Miller Act Notice served on
the White House on Jul. 24, 2017.

Leader shows how the U.S. government stole its social networking
inventions through Chandler, who was also Bill Clinton’s intelligence advisor.
The timeline also reveals a disturbing pattern of collusion among rogue
elements of the FBI, NSA and CIA with private industry that included former
director Robert Mueller. Mueller is now leading the ever-expanding Donald
Trump Russia collusion witch hunt.

LEADER DEMANDS PAYMENT FOR 17 YEARS
OF GOVERNMENT THEFT

4. JUSTICE ROBERTS HOLDS
substantial Facebook
financial interests.
5. JUDGE LEONARD STARK FAILED to
disclose his Facebook financial
interests and his reliance on
Facebook's Cooley Godward LLP
attorneys for his appointment.

BARACK OBAMA'S DARK POOLS
OF CORRUPTION
Click to enlarge

Leader says the damages are valued at least $40 billion for historical
damages, which they say is not actually close to the real number, and $184
billion per year in ongoing annual license fees. It appears that these
amounts will be paid by the surety bond holders who supply the federal
government's intelligence apparatus, companies like IBM, Microsoft, Xerox,
etc. This puts the payout in the coming years at well over one trillion
dollars. The claim is after taxes, which means the government may
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html
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generate $20 billion or more per year
in taxes from this claim as the bond
holders pay out.
Former defense secretary Robert M.
Gates said in his book Duty that this
rogue White House National Security
Staff operation had already engulfed
the White House during his tenure.
FIG. 5: MILLER ACT NOTICE, JULY 28, 2017
He said it had grown from 50 under
SERVICE CONFIRMATION FOR EL 028735568
Clinton to 350 under Obama—a 700%
US, SIGNED BY M NADO 4:09AM EDT.
Source U S Postal Service
increase. It appears that the primary
goal of this surveillance is blackmail.
National security has only ever been the excuse to consolidate the Deep
State shadow government’s power.
Leader’s lead inventor, Michael McKibben, said “many investigators from
around the country have been working on this notice for a long time. He
also said that "numerous prominent whistleblowers have helped fill in the
pieces of the puzzle.”
McKibben said he will be making a statement in the next few days. He
emphasized that President Trump had nothing to do with the theft of social
networking, but his predecessors Clinton, Bush and Obama did.

CLICK HERE FOR WASHINGTON'S ETHICAL
DISEASE DISCOVERIES RE. FACEBOOK "DARK
POOLS"

STOP FACEBOOK PROPERTY THEFT

W LL HUMANK ND EVER LEARN? Facebook's Orwellian
doublespeak about property and privacy (theft) merely
repeats the eventual dehumanization of the individual under
MAO's Red Star, Stalin's SOV ET Hammer & Cycle and Hitler's
NAZI Swastika. Respect for the inalienable rights of each
individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of
the Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity.
They evidently believe that they deserve special privileges
and are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat
themselves to these privileges.

ASK CONGRESS: PASS THE
INVENTOR PROTECTION ACT!

“On behalf of myself and my shareholders, I ask President Trump to correct
the injustices we have suffered at the hands of an un-elected, rogue
shadow government that has evidently hijacked the Internet to try and
maintain their power.” McKibben said all he has ever wanted was a level
playing field as promised in the U.S Constitution. Instead, he has
encountered only crony capitalism where the winners and losers are
predetermined and the courts are rigged. “In our experience, 'Deep State
shadow government' is an accurate description for what we have
uncovered,” he said. “I am asking the President to finally do right by me,
my investors, private property rights, the U.S. Constitution and the Rule of
Law.”

Click image above to download a poster-quality PDF
optimized for a 11in. x 17in. (ledger-size) poster.
America should not be in the business of cheating its
entrepreneurial investors simply because the cheaters
buy off judges with the money gained from their theft.
Such permissiveness is obscene.

LEADER V. FACEBOOK
BACKGROUND
Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has
gone offline. All her posts are available as a
PDF collection here (now updated, postScribd censorship).

FIG. 6—JAMES P. CHANDLER, IIII, BILL CLINTON SPY MASTER first learned about Leader/McKibben's
social networking designs in early 2000. By this meeting on Jun. 8, 2000 he was studying every
detail. Chandler is pictured here seated in the white shirt against the wall on the right side of this

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7,
2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd
were deleted by that "cloud" service using the
flimsiest of arguments . Some of our
documents have been there for two years and
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photo with his legal assistant Kelley E. Clements to the viewer's right. Co-inventor Michael
McKibben and Jeffrey Lamb are picture standing in the back left of the photo. Photo: Leader
Technologies, Inc.

Regarding the current Russian narrative, McKibben has a unique perspective.

RUSSIAN COLLUSION—YES! PROVEN FOR
HILLARY, BILL, PODESTA, GOOGLE, INTEL AND
CISCO
See the facts:
McKibben said, “It is too easy for Americans to simply yell 'The Russians!'
because relatively few Americans go there, much less fly to the Crimea, for
example, and verify the stories. So, it is safe to make up lies and never get
caught. By the way, I have actually been to the Crimea. I have met families
who lost their loved ones in Stalin's mass starvation of up to 10 million
Ukrainian Christian farmers (as much as 25% of the population) who were
resisting Communism in 1932-33 (Holodomor)."
McKibben continued, "several PROVABLE RUSSIAN FACTS are that Bill Clinton
was paid $500,000 for a Renaissance Capital speech in Moscow on Jun. 29,
2010, according to Hillary Clinton 2010 financial disclosure. Another proven
fact from the Massachusetts Secretary of State corporate filings is that John
Podesta was a director of Joule Unlimited in Boston when Putin’s company
Rusnano invested $35 million.” See below:
Bookmark: #real-clinton-podesta-deep-state-russian-collusion

REAL CLINTON, PODESTA, DEEP
STATE RUSSIAN COLLUSION

some had almost 20,000 reads.
George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows
one is in a totalitarian state when telling the
truth becomes an act of courage.
All the links below were updated Mar. 20,
2014 (many thanks to our volunteers!)

1. Summary of Motions, Appeal, Petition,
Evidence, Analysis, Briefings (FULL
CITATIONS) in Leader Technologies,
Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., 08-cv-862-JJFLPS (D. Del. 2008), published as
Leader Techs, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc.,
770 F. Supp. 2d 686 (D. Del. 2001)
2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam's Censored
Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)
3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook
4. Backgrounder
5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplicity
6. Instagram-scam
7. USPTO-reexam Sham
8. Zynga-gate
9. James W. Breyer / Accel Partners LLP
Insider Trading
10. Federal Circuit Disciplinary Complaints
11. Federal Circuit Cover-up
12. Congressional Briefings re. Leader v.
Facebook judicial corruption
13. Prominent Americans Speak Out
14. Petition for Writ of Certiorari
15. Two Proposed Judicial Reforms
16. S. Crt. for Schemers or Inventors?
17. Attorney Patronage Hijacked DC?

18. Justice Denied | Battle Continues
19. FB Robber Barons Affirmed by S. Crt.
20. Judicial Misconduct WALL OF SHAME
21. Corruption Watch - "Oh what webs we
weave, when first we practice to
deceive"
22. Facebook | A Portrait of Corruption
23. White House Meddling
24. Georgia! AM 1080 McKibben Interview
25. Constitutional Crisis Exposed

FIG. 7 – HILLARY CLINTON'S 2010 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE, PAGE 8, ITEM 3, DISCLOSES BILL'S
$500,000 RENAISSANCE CAPITAL SPEECH IN MOSCOW. Click here to see Page 8 of Hillary's OGE
Form 278 Financial Disclosure for 2010.

26. Abuse of Judicial Immunity since
Stump
27. Obamacare Scandal Principals are
intertwined in the Leader v. Facebook
scandal
28. S.E.C. duplicity re. Facebook

GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as one
of the most corrupt law rms in
America
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html
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Investigative Reporter Julia
Davis investigates
Facebook's Leader v.
Facebook attorney Gibson
Dunn LLP. She credits this
firm with the reason why not
a single Wall Street banker has gone to jail
since 2008. Click here to read her article
"Everybody hates whistleblowers."
Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here's an
excerpt:
"Skillful

manipulation of the
firm’s extensive media
connections allows Gibson
Dunn to promote their causes,
while simultaneously smearing
their opponents and silencing
embarrassing news coverage."

FIG. 8 – JOULE UNLIMITED. (DEC. 31, 2011). ANNUAL REPORT FOR JOULE UNLIMITED
TECHNOLOGIES INC., John Podesta, Director. Fed. EIN 000960688. Secretary for the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Click here to see Page 2 of the Joule Unlimited 2010 Annual
Report to the Secretary for the Commonwealth of Massachusetss.

This statement followed right after Davis
cited Facebook's chief inside counsel in the
Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ullyot,
who appears to have helped lead the Leader
v. Facebook judicial corruption. Interesting
word choices associated with Gibson Dunn
LLP: manipulation, smear. Attorneys swear a
solemn oath to act morally, ethically, and in
support of democratic principles. They
promise to conduct themselves in a manner
than instills confidence among the citizenry in
the rule of law and the judicial system. These
promises appear to be meaningless. Click
here for a PDF version of Julie Davis' article.

POPULAR POSTS

“Those engagements clearly broke U.S. law and showed the Russians that
American values are equally as corrupt as theirs. It is utterly immoral that
Obama, Clinton and their Deep State cohorts allowed this to go on with no
accountabilty or consequence.”
McKibben believes that the shadow government elitists who stole his social
networking inventions are projecting their sins onto Donald Trump as a
smoke screen. He says, "it's a red herring, in my opinion."
In the 70's and early 80's, McKibben, a civil engineer and former professonal
musician, took contemporary Gospel music groups named Living Sound into
Poland and the Soviet Union at the height of the Cold War. He said, "while
Leonid Brezhnev was still ruling, honest Soviet citizens sacrificed greatly to
achieve some unprecedented results from that work, including organizing
our Gospel music performance on national Soviet TV, our music being
included on the official 1980 Moscow Summer Olympics film, and the
distribution of up to one million Living Sound EPs in 1981."
McKibben says he may have even encountered a young KGB officer named
Vladimir Putin at a Leningrad airport security checkpoint where he was body
searched after meeting with a Christian activist in Estonia whose sole crime
was the anti-Soviet organizing of Christian concerts, and had just been
released from prison. Putin was in charge of monitoring foreigners in
Leningrad then.
McKibben said in recent years Vladimir Putin says he has come to embrace
the Christian faith that he once persecuted. "I hope and pray that is true,"
said McKibben, who counts John Paul II (now sainted) among his friends and
patrons from his work in Poland. "In 1995, I met the late Russian Patriarch
Alexy and the current Patriarch Kirill. I also participated in one of the first
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

OHIO STATE’S PRESIDENT
MICHAEL V. DRAKE MIRED IN
PERSONAL CONFLICTS OF
INTEREST
Trustees and Provost
promote learning
technology that benefits trustee clients
and is stolen from OSU alums Contributing
Writers | Opini...
OSU BAND INVESTIGATION
UNEARTHS SURPRISE
TRUSTEE COLLUSION IN
PATENT THEFT
Breaking News, Sep. 3, 2014
, 10:05am OSU Trustee
President, Jeffrey Wadsworth,
"counterattacks" the Band Alumni
leadership T...
GOVERNOR JOHN KASICH
HOLDS MUCH STOCK IN OSU
TRUSTEE PRIVATE INTERESTS
Governor’s trustee
appointments reveal strong
bias toward protecting his
investments Contributing Writers | Opinion
| AMERICANS FOR INNOVA...
FIRING OF OSU BAND
LEADER EXPOSES
CORRUPTION AT BATTELLE
LABS, PATENT OFFICE, NSA
Jeffrey Wadsworth, Battelle
CEO and OSU Trustee
president, doles out OSU contracts to
Facebook Cartel thru his McBee Strategic
LLC lobbyis...
PROOF: ROBERT MUELLER
CANNOT BE IMPARTIAL IN
THE RUSSIA INVESTIGATION
Mueller's Deep State
relationships will politicize
the FBI yet again
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Church processions allowed in the streets of Moscow since 1917. It was a
moving event. We stopped at Lubyanka Square (the former KGB
headquarters—infamously known as the "Gateway to the Gulag" through
which millions of citizens were sent to their deaths), just after the mass
murderer Dzerzhinsky's statue had been toppled and a rough-hewn cross had
been strapped to its base. We sang the Orthodox Christian funeral hymn
'Memory Eternal' remembering the martyrs of the Gulag. I will never forget
it."

Contributing Writers | Opinion |
AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION | ...

"Mr. Putin's conduct appears contradictory, but such contradictions are not
unique to Russians! The closet Muslim Barack Hussein Obama told us before
the 2008 election that he was a Christian too. That was evidently a heinous
lie. Time will tell regarding Mr. Putin. Jesus said you will know people's real
values by the fruits of their actions, not their words."

MASSIVE WASHINGTON
CORRUPTION EXPOSED BY
LEADER V. FACEBOOK
Bi-partisan citizen group
appeals to Congress to
RESTORE PROPERTY
CONFISCATED BY widespread federal
corruption incl. interference by Nancy ...

“Do I blame the Russian government for trying to engage Clinton and
Podesta? No. Everyone has known for decades that is what they do. But, to
demonize the whole country of Russia is absolutely ridiculous. I know scores
of honest, ethical Russians. I watched some of my Russian friends serve
prison terms in the U.S.S.R. for standing up for truth and against the lies in
their communist society. The grandfather of one friend came out of the
Gulag with tuberculosis after suffering for over five years in 10 Soviet
prisons and camps. His grandpa died at age 34 from that tuberculosis. What
was his grandpa's crime? Befriending American soldiers from the 69th
Infantry Division who took him in off the streets after he was liberated from
a German slave labor camp.”

DISASTROUS RISE OF A
LAWLESS C.I.A.
Presidents from Washington
to Eisenhower feared
threats to liberty from
abuses of power by the
military-industrial complex Contributing...

"America was called by God to set a higher ethical example for the world.
We desperately need to get back to our roots."
"Do I blame Clinton and Podesta for cutting secret deals with the Russians
while she was Secretary of State in order to enrich The Clinton Foundation
and their globalist agenda? Yes—absolutely!"

ROGUE SPY BLACKMAIL SCHEME
“Even the FBI admitted recently that not a single terrorist has been stopped
by the illegal dragnet surveillance that they set up using our social
networking inventions. But it stands to reason that these bad guys have
used this data for blackmail, as many whistleblowers now affirm. They
evidently have the dirt on many in Congress and the Courts. We need some
sort of truth and reconciliation commission to sort out this rogue spy
blackmail scheme.”
“God gave us a reprieve with the election of Donald J. Trump. With the
funds we are demanding we will finally have an opportunity to introduce
our social networking invention in the right way—a way that keeps what
everyone likes about social networking, and also respects our Fourth
Amendment rights to privacy from unlawful government intrusion,”
McKibben concluded. "We fought a revolution over this issue! Why would we
give it up now?"
Click here to download a copy of Leader/McKibben’s Miller Act Notice just
served on the White House.

***
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

HILLARY’S FOUNDATION
DIRECTOR TERRY MCAULIFFE
PAID $675,000 BRIBE TO
SPOUSE OF FBI LEAD
INVESTIGATOR
WikiLeaks: McAuliffe is part
of Clinton Foundation inner circle with
Cheryl Mills, John Podesta, Doug Band and
Justin Cooper—the email se...

MICHAEL MCKIBBEN, THE
REAL INVENTOR OF SOCIAL
NETWORKING, ENDORSES
DONALD TRUMP
McKibben says Donald
Trump is a problem solver
and Hillary Clinton lacks a moral compass
Contributing Writers | Opinion |
AMERICANS FOR I...
TOP 12 REASONS ROBERT
MUELLER IS A TRUMP
HITMAN TO HIDE THE DEEP
STATE’S SINS
President Trump and our
Republic are in peril from
Deep State operatives like Robert S.
Mueller Contributing Writers | Opinion |
AMERIC...

EDITORIALS
1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney
misconduct in Leader v. Facebook Unwillingness of DC attorneys to selfpolice may explain why Washington is
broken, Dec. 30, 2012
2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support
schemers or real American inventors?
Facebook's case dangles on a doctored
interrogatory. Eighteen (18) areas of
question shout for attention, Dec. 27,
2012
3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make
America More Democratic (and less
contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

OUR MISSION
American citizens must fight abuse of the
constitutional right for authors and inventors
to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a
matter of matter of basic property rights and
sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of
innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision,
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Notices: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon
without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational
purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to
any photo.

COMMENT
Click "N comments:" on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post.
Alternatively, send an email with your comment to amer4innov@gmail.com and we'll post
it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from
whisteblowers.

Posted by K. Craine at 3:26 PM

87 comments:
K. Craine

July 25, 2017 at 9:38 AM

Email comment by DL/DM/GH:
Dr. Jerome Corsi. (Jul. 24, 2017). PROOF POSITIVE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION STOLE
DIVIDENDS FROM FANNIE AND FREDDIE SHAREHOLDERS
Documents DOJ newly released under court order reveal “Net Worth Sweep” dividend theft
WASHINGTON, D.C. – Shareholders of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, after years of
discouraging litigation, finally have the proof positive they need to demonstrate at court
exactly how the Obama administration stole from them billions of dollars of profits earned
by the Government Sponsored Entities (GSEs).
Department of Justice documents newly released under a court order issued by U.S. Court
of Federal Claims Judge Margaret in case involving Fairholme Funds [Fairholme v. United
States, No. 13-465 (Fed. Cl.)], a company owning shares of the mortgage giants, leave no
doubt the Obama administration created a false pretext that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
were yet in financial turmoil, and lied to Congress, shareholders, and the American public,
to implement the “Net Worth Sweep,” on Aug. 17, 2012.
A contrived justification based on a specious argument
As Infowars.com has previously reported, an analysis of Treasury Department financial
statements for 2012 and 2013 proves the “Net Worth Sweep” was a complex scheme the
Obama administration concocted for Sec. Timothy Geithner’s Treasury to steal without
Congressional authorization all GSE earnings, in order to divert the funds unconstitutionally
to keep Obamacare from going bankrupt by using Fannie and Freddie’s earnings to pay the
low-income insurance subsidies the House of Representatives refused to fund.
Government briefs filed in the Fairholme case before the Eight Circuit Court of Appeals
repeatedly argued the “Net Worth Sweep” was necessary to make sure the financially
troubled GSEs did not burn through government bailout funds provided by the Preferred
Stock Purchase Agreement (PSPA) of 2008, to pay dividends.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/proof-positive-obama-administration-stole-dividends-fromfannie-and-freddie-shareholders/

courage, entrepreneurship, respect, property,
rejuvenation, morals, ethics, values, renewal,
truth, facts, rights, privacy, solutions and
judicial faithfulness,
. . . our society and economy will be dragged
down (and eventually destroyed) by copying,
infringement, thievery, counterfeiting,
hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation,
abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption,
bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak,
misconduct, lies, deception, attorney "dark
arts," destruction, confusion, dishonesty,
judicial chicanery and lawlessness.
If we do not speak up, impeach derelict
judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we
cannot possibly hope to start fixing the
current ills in our society. Without justice and
respect for private property, democracy has
no sure foundation.

CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS
We are an opinion blog that advocates for
strong intellectual property rights. We
welcome commenters and contributors. The
Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case
first came to our attention after learning that
the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S. District
Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s
admission that they had no evidence to
support their on-sale bar verdict, but the
judge supported it anyway.
The judicial misconduct has deteriorated
from there, replete with two of the three
judges on the Federal Circuit appeal panel,
Judges Alan D. Lourie and Kimberly A. Moore,
holding Facebook stock that they did not
disclose to the litigants, and later tried to
excuse through a quick motion slipped in at
the last minute by the Clerk of Court, Jan
Horbaly, and his close friends at The Federal
Circuit Bar Association. (The DC Bar
subsequently revealed that Mr. Horbaly is not
licensed to practice law in Washington D.C.)
The judges ignored shocking new evidence
that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard drives
of 2003-2004 evidence from Leader
Technologies that could prove actual theft
(and therefore claims even more serious than
infringement). In addition, Facebook's appeal
attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson Dunn
LLP, has close personal ties to just about
every judicial player in this story. The
misconduct appears to reach into the U.S.
Patent Office through abuse of the
reexamination process by Facebook. We will
stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until
justice is served, but we also welcome news
and analysis of intellectual property abuse in
other cases as well.

Reply

K. Craine

July 25, 2017 at 9:41 AM

TWEET THIS . . .
Hey Congress, stop the witch hunt. Here’s REAL PROOF OF RUSSIAN COLLUSION by Podesta,
Clinton, Cisco, Intel and Google.
https://tinyurl.com/real-russian-collusion
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-filestrillion.html#real-clinton-podesta-deep-state-russian-collusion

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

WELCOME TO DONNA KLINE NOW!
READERS!
AFI has been supporting
Donna and is now picking up
the main Leader v. Facebook
coverage (she will continue
coverage as well).
Anonymous Posts Are
Welcomed! Blogger has more
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posting constraints than Donna's WordPress,
but we will continue to welcome anonymous
posts. Simply send us an email at NEW
Leader® Private Email: afi@leader.com with
your post. Once the moderator verifies that
your email address is real, your comment will
be posted using your real name or handle,
whatever you wish, like John Smith or Tex.

Reply

K. Craine

July 25, 2017 at 9:45 AM

Email comment by Laura Ingraham:
Jim Stinson. (Jul. 25, 2017). Trump Confidante: Sessions, Priebus on Borrowed Time in
Administration. Lifezette.
Source says public slights intentionally designed to lead attorney general, chief of staff to
the exit doors

Click here to view a
complete Donna Kline
Now! posts archive.

Attorney General Jeff Sessions and Reince Priebus, chief of staff, are not expected to last
much longer in President Donald Trump’s Cabinet, one of the president’s longtime
confidantes told LifeZette Monday.
The reason? Trump is deeply unhappy about the administration always being on defense,
and he believes Sessions and Priebus have contributed to that situation. Trump believes it’s
time for “fresh” faces — people who will fight.
Full story:
http://www.lifezette.com/polizette/trump-confidante-sessions-priebus-on-borrowed-timein-administration/

Reply

K. Craine

July 25, 2017 at 1:45 PM

Email comment by LP:
Chris Menahan. (Jul. 25, 2017). FMR CIA DIRECTOR JOHN BRENNAN CALLS FOR COUP IF
TRUMP FIRES ROBERT MUELLER - Trump should absolutely fire Robert Mueller and have
Comey, Brennan, Clapper and Mueller investigated for trying to foment an insurrection.
Former CIA Director John Brennan said if President Trump orders special counsel Robert
Mueller be fired “executive branch officials” have an “obligation” to “refuse to carry that
out.”
From Zero Hedge:
“I think it’s the obligation of some executive branch officials to refuse to carry that out. I
would just hope that this is not going to be a partisan issue. That Republicans, Democrats
are going to see that the future of this government is at stake and something needs to be
done for the good of the future,” Brennan told CNN’s Wolf Blitzer at the Aspen Security
Forum, effectively calling for a coup against the president should Trump give the order to
fire Mueller.
Watch the exchange at 43:36:
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/fmr-cia-director-john-brennan-calls-for-coup-if-trump-firesrobert-mueller/

"CANON 2: A JUDGE SHOULD AVOID
IMPROPRIETY AND THE APPEARANCE OF
IMPROPRIETY IN ALL ACTIVITIES"

Reply

K. Craine

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR U.S.
JUDGES

July 25, 2017 at 1:49 PM

Email comment by CM:
Roger Stone. (May 18, 2017). The Truth About Russia. Stone Cold Truth.

GALLERY OF JUDICIAL
MISCONDUCT

http://www.stonecoldtruth.com
Full story:
https://youtu.be/02ZJrpQDT_s

Reply
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html
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Reply

K. Craine

July 26, 2017 at 6:56 AM

Email comment by GH/JM/PL:
Staff. (Jul. 25, 2017). Feds arrest IT staffer for Wasserman Schultz trying to leave country.
Fox News.
A House IT staffer at the center of a congressional computer equipment scandal has been
arrested by federal officials and charged with bank fraud, Fox News has learned.
Fox News is told officers and agents from the U.S. Capitol Police, the FBI and Customs and
Border Protection were involved in the arrest of Imran Awan at Dulles International Airport.
Awan, 37, of Virginia, pleaded not guilty Tuesday to one count of bank fraud during his
arraignment in federal court in Washington, D.C. He was released but will have to wear a
GPS monitor and abide by a curfew.
Full story:
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/07/25/feds-arrest-it-staffer-for-wassermanschultz-trying-to-leave-country.html

Reply

K. Craine

July 26, 2017 at 7:00 AM

Email comment by DL:
You need to see this 4:24 min. into the video
Sean Hannity. (Jul. 25, 2017). BREAKING NEWS TRUMP 7/25/17: Hannity - Stand up, defend
the agenda you want. Fox News.
It is time for you, the American people, to draw a line in the sand and stand up for your
agenda.
Full story:
https://youtu.be/e7tHQULjSsI

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

Judge Leonard P. Stark, U.S.
District Court of Delaware, trial
judge in Leader Techs, Inc. v.
Facebook, Inc., 770 F. Supp. 2d 686
(D.Del. 2011). Judge Stark heard
his jury foreman admit that the
jury made the on-sale bar decision
without any evidence other than
speculation, and yet he supported
that verdict anyway. Just months
before trial, Judge Stark allowed
Facebook to add
the on-sale bar
claim after the
close of all fact
discovery and
blocked Leader
from preparing its defenses to this
new claim. Judge Stark allowed the
claims despite Leader's prophetic
argument that the action would
confuse the jury and prejudice
Leader. He also permitted the jury
to ignore the Pfaff v. Wells
Electronics, Inc. test for on-sale
bar, even after instructing the jury
to use it. (See that
Jury Instruction
No. 4.7 here.) He
also contradicted
his own instruction
to Leader to
answer Interrogatory No. 9 in the
present tense (2009), then
permitted the jury to interpret it
as a 2002 admission as well.
Facebook's entire on-sale bar case
is based upon this interrogatory.
(Editorial: Hardly sufficient to
meet the "heavy burden" of the
clear and convincing evidence
standard.)

July 26, 2017 at 7:01 AM

Here's a TinyURL for this comment:
https://tinyurl.com/stand-up-america
Reply

K. Craine

July 26, 2017 at 7:04 AM

Email comment by Joseph Farah:
Joe Wilson. (Jul. 25, 2017). OBAMA-ERA RULES JEOPARDIZE CALIFORNIA FARMING - 'If this
unprecedented prosecution succeeds, it threatens nearly every farm in the U.S.' Fox News.
WASHINGTON – While President Donald Trump has cut over 800 regulations during just his
first six months in office, freeing up small businesses to grow and prosper, one California
farmer is hoping that his administration will drop a costly lawsuit held over from the Obama
years.
So he can pursue his livelihood, farming, without the shadow of a misapplied regulation.
John Duarte, a farmer and owner of Duarte Nursey, Inc., planted winter wheat in 2012 on
land that he owns in Tehema County, California. In February 2013, he received a cease-anddesist order from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, according to the Pacific Legal
Foundation, which is representing the Duarte family in this case.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

Judge Alan D. Lourie, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
panel judge in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Lourie stood to
benefit financially from undisclosed
holdings in Facebook. See analysis
of Judge Lourie's T. Rowe Price
holdings re. the Facebook IPO.
Judge Lourie also
failed to apply his
own law-test in
Group One v.
Hallmark Cards to
the evidence.
After debunking all of Facebook's
evidence on appeal, Judge Lourie
created new argument in the
secrecy of chambers to support
Facebook and prevent the on-sale
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Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/07/obama-era-rules-jeopardize-california-farming/

bar verdict from being overturned—
a clear breach of constitutional due
process.

Reply

K. Craine

July 26, 2017 at 8:50 AM

Email comment by Before It's News:
George Washington. (Jul. 24, 2017). NSA Officials and Computer Expert: Forensic Evidence
Proves DNC Emails Were LEAKED, Not Hacked. ZeroHedge.
Preface by Washington's Blog: We asked top NSA whistleblower Bill Binney what he thought
about a report claiming that the DNC emails were transferred too quickly to have been
accessed by a hacker, and could only have been copied by a DNC leaker. This article is his
response. Background here and here.
MEMORANDUM FOR: The President
FROM: Veteran Intelligence Professionals for Sanity (VIPS)
SUBJECT: Was the “Russian Hack” an Inside Job?
Executive Summary
Forensic studies of “Russian hacking” into Democratic National Committee computers last
year reveal that on July 5, 2016, data was leaked (not hacked) by a person with physical
access to DNC computers, and then doctored to incriminate Russia.
After examining metadata from the “Guccifer 2.0” July 5, 2016 intrusion into the DNC
server, independent cyber investigators have concluded that an insider copied DNC data
onto an external storage device, and that “telltale signs” implicating Russia were then
inserted.
Key among the findings of the independent forensic investigations is the conclusion that the
DNC data was copied onto a storage device at a speed that far exceeds an Internet
capability for a remote hack. Of equal importance, the forensics show that the copying and
doctoring were performed on the East coast of the U.S. Thus far, mainstream media have
ignored the findings of these independent studies [see here and here].

Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, panel judge in Leader
Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d
1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore
stood to benefit financially from
undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
See disclosure of substantial
holdings in Facebook and Facebookrelated stocks.
Judge Moore failed
to follow the longheld precedent for
testing on-sale bar
evidence in Pfaff
v. Wells Electronics, Inc.—an
evident and intentional omission
coming from a former patent law
professor. After debunking all of
Facebook's evidence on appeal,
Judge Moore created new argument
in the secrecy of chambers to
support Facebook and prevent the
on-sale bar verdict from being
overturned—a clear breach of
constitutional due process.

Full story:
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-07-24/nsa-officials-and-computer-expert-forensicevidence-proves-dnc-emails-were-leaked-no

Reply

K. Craine

July 26, 2017 at 1:59 PM

Email comment by GH:
Brooke Singman. (Jul. 26, 2017). Trump’s not alone: Congress digging into DNC-Ukraine
connection. Fox News.
Republicans in Congress have joined the White House in asking questions about the extent
to which a Democratic Party consultant may have worked with Ukrainian officials to hurt
then-candidate Donald Trump's presidential bid last year.
Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley wrote a letter earlier this week to
the Justice Department asking whether the Democratic National Committee broke the law.
Grassley, R-Iowa, specifically asked if the DOJ was investigating Alexandra Chalupa, a
Ukrainian-American DNC consultant who allegedly had meetings at the Ukrainian Embassy in
Washington, D.C., to discuss incriminating information about Trump campaign officials.
President Trump, trying furiously to tamp down the controversy over alleged Russian
coordination with his associates, has questioned why the same scrutiny is not being applied
to the Democrats' alleged Ukraine connection.
In a Tuesday tweet, he complained about the lack of an investigation into Ukraine efforts to
"sabotage" his campaign.
Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump
Ukrainian efforts to sabotage Trump campaign - "quietly working to boost Clinton." So
where is the investigation A.G. @seanhannity

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

Judge Evan J. Wallach, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
member of the three-judge panel
in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc.,
678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
Judge Wallach is not a patent
attorney. This begs the question as
to why a judge with no knowledge
of patent law was assigned to the
case. Would anyone ask a dentist to
perform brain surgery? The Federal
Circuit was specially formed to
appoint patent-knowledgeable
judges to patent cases. There is no
evidence so far in the judicial
disclosures that Judge Wallach
holds stock in Facebook, although
when he was asked on a motion to
disclose potential Facebook
holdings and other conflicts of
interest, he refused along with the
other judges. See Motion to
Disclose Conflicts of Interest. Judge
Wallach continued
in silence even
after Clerk of
Court Horbaly
failed to provide
him with Dr.
Lakshmi Arunachalam’s motions
(according to his Federal Circuit
staffer Valeri White), and yet the
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7:03 AM - 25 Jul 2017
16,584 16,584 Retweets 54,885 54,885 likes
Prying into such claims, Grassley's letter to Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein flagged
the “deficient enforcement” of the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA) and asked why
the Justice Department did not require Chalupa to register.
Full story:
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/07/26/trump-s-not-alone-congress-digging-intodnc-ukraine-connection.html

Reply

K. Craine

July 26, 2017 at 2:37 PM

Email comment by FR:
Jeffrey Rodack. (Jul. 26, 2017). Trump Hits Sessions Over McCabe. Newsmax.
President Donald Trump renewed his public attack on Attorney General Jeff Sessions on
Wednesday.
In morning tweets, the president questioned why Sessions did not get rid of Acting FBI
Director Andrew McCabe, who he said is a friend of ousted director James Comey.

Clerk signed an order regarding
that motion on Judge Wallach’s
behalf. See a full analysis of these
events at Donna Kline Now! Judge
Wallach also failed to police his
court’s violation of Leader’s Fifth
and 14th Amendment constitutional
right to due process when he
participated in the fabrication of
new arguments and evidence for
Facebook in the secrecy of judge's
chambers after he had just
invalidated Facebook’s sole
remaining item of evidence (using
disbelieved testimony as ostensible
evidence of an opposite). Judge
Wallach also failed to police his
court when he failed to apply the
Supreme Court's Pfaff v. Wells
Electronics, Inc. test for on-sale
bar evidence, which included even
the Federal Circuit’s own Group
One v. Hallmark Cards, Inc. test—a
test which Judge Lourie should
have advised Judge Wallach to
follow since Judge Lourie helped
write that opinion. Group One test
omission analysis.

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump
Why didn't A.G. Sessions replace Acting FBI Director Andrew McCabe, a Comey friend who
was in charge of Clinton investigation but got....
10:48 AM - 26 Jul 2017
11,683 11,683 Retweets 43,850 43,850 likes
Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump
...big dollars ($700,000) for his wife's political run from Hillary Clinton and her
representatives. Drain the Swamp!
10:52 AM - 26 Jul 2017
12,127 12,127 Retweets 50,176 50,176 likes
His claim about McCabe's wife and Clinton came after he told The New York Times last
week: "We have a director of the FBI., acting, who received $700,000, whose wife received
$700,000 from, essentially, Hillary Clinton," Trump said. "She got $700,000, and he's at the
FBI."
Full story:
http://www.newsmax.com/Politics/trump-jeff-sessions-andrew-mccabefbi/2017/07/26/id/803869/

Reply

K. Craine

July 26, 2017 at 3:20 PM

Email comment by DM:
1. We are advised to NOT judge ALL Muslims by the actions of a few lunatics, But we are
encouraged to judge ALL gun owners by the actions of a few lunatics.
Funny how that works. And here's another one worth considering...
2. Seems we constantly hear about how Social Security is going to run out of money. But we
never hear about welfare or food stamps running out of money? What's interesting is the
first group "worked for" their money, but the second didn't.

Reply

K. Craine

Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, clerk who signed all the
opinions in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his
staff obfuscated when the court's
ruling was challenged by an amicus
curiae brief revealing clear
mistakes of law and new evidence.
See analysis of the misconduct and
misrepresentations within the
Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in
Leader v. Facebook. Mr. Horbaly
failed to disclose his conflicts of
interest and close associations with
numerous Facebook attorneys and
law firms, as well
as his close
association with
one of Facebook's
largest
shareholders,
Microsoft, who is a Director of The
Federal Circuit Bar Association
where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio
officer. Additionally, the DC Bar
revealed in a written statement
that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed
to practice law in the District of
Columbia. [Editorial: What does
that make the Federal Circuit with
its location within in a stone's
throw of the White House? A selfgoverning state?]

July 27, 2017 at 6:04 AM

Email comment by WJ:
Andrew Kerr. (Jul. 25, 2017). Gowdy: Sessions Was Right To Recuse Himself, But … Western
Journalism.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html
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"... I do understand the president's frustration."
Rep. Trey Gowdy, R-S.C., weighed in on the public feud between President Donald Trump
and Attorney General Jeff Sessions, saying Sessions made the right choice in recusing
himself from the Russian investigation, but also that Trump was justified in his frustration
over the recusal.
“I think Jeff Sessions made the right decision in recusing himself,” Gowdy said Tuesday on
Fox News. “And I also understand the president’s frustration at the decisions and actions of
Attorney General Sessions that led to him having to recuse himself.”
“That’s where my focus is: The president is frustrated that he picked an attorney general
that had to recuse himself,” Gowdy said.
Full story:
http://www.westernjournalism.com/gowdy-sessions-was-right-to-recuse-himself-but/

Reply

K. Craine

July 27, 2017 at 6:09 AM

Email comment by GH:
Full story:
Jim Hoft. (May 30, 2017). Debbie Wasserman Schultz’s Brother Steven Wasserman Accused
of Burying Seth Rich Case. Gateway Pundit.
Former Head of the DNC, Debbie Wasserman Schultz, lost her position during the DNC
Convention due to WikiLeaks emails being released that showed her efforts to enable
Hillary Clinton to win the DNC nomination and steal the nomination from Bernie Sanders.
Now Wasserman Schultz is back in the news. This time it is because of her close ties with
the Assistant US Attorney at the Attorney’s office for the District of Columbia.
Wasserman Schultz’s brother, Steven Wasserman, is the Assistant US Attorney at the
Attorney’s office for the District of Columbia. Questions are arising whether Steven has
played a part in burying the Seth Rich case in DC. No one has yet been charged in spite of
the many unanswered questions related to the murder case. Because Rich reportedly
provided emails to WikiLeaks there are many who believe Rich was murdered as a result.
Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/05/debbie-wasserman-schultzs-brother-stevenwasserman-accused-burying-seth-rich-case/

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, chief judge responsible for
the (mis)conduct of his judges and
Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to
manage his court resulting in a
likely situation where his judges
never even received briefs that
they allegedly ruled on in favor of
Facebook. Judge
Rader also failed
to disclose his
conflicting
relationships with
a Leader principle
with whom he may have had deep
professional differences during his
time at the Senate Judiciary
Committee—his former professor of
law at George Washington
University Law Center, former
Leader director Professor James P.
Chandler. See analysis of Judge
Rader's undisclosed conflicts of
interest in Leader v. Facebook.
Judge Rader also
did not stop his
judges from
creating new
arguments and
evidence for
Facebook in the secrecy of
chambers—after they had debunked
all of Facebook's evidence on
appeal, which is a clear breach of
constitutional due process.
Updated May 22, 2015

Click here to view a Federal Circuit
Leader v. Facebook Conflicts of
Interest Map.

Reply

K. Craine

July 27, 2017 at 6:13 AM

Email comment by GH:
Garth Kant. (Jul. 27, 2017). DEMS ROLL OUT BIG GUN TO PROTECT TOP SUSPECT IN
HACKING SCANDAL - Clinton attorney blames Islamophobia and 'ultra-right-wing 'pizzagate'
media'. WND.
Read the full story and get all the details on the Democrat’s hacking scandal the
establishment media is ignoring in WND’s look at “The biggest scandal you’ve never heard
of” and the account of “Top suspect in major Democrat scandal caught fleeing U.S.”)
WASHINGTON – Despite having declared bankruptcy, the top suspect in the Democrat’s
House hacking scandal, Imran Awan, has somehow acquired the services of one of the top
power attorneys in Washington.
And not just any power attorney, but one deeply connected to the Clintons.
According to the biography of Chris Gowen on the website of the law firm of Gowen,
Rhoades, Winograd & Silva, PLLC, he has:
Worked in the White House for former President Bill Clinton (for five years) as a traveling
aid (sic) on national and international trips
Worked for Senator Hillary Clinton
Worked for Hillary Clinton’s 2008 presidential campaign by directing advance operations

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

See "Cover-up In Process At The
Federal Circuit?" Donna Kline Now!
Sep. 17, 2012.
Leader v. Facebook Legal Research
Links

NOTICE: Opinion
This is an opinion blog. Any information
contained or linked herein should be
independently verified and should be
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And was a fact checker for President Clinton’s memoir, “My Life”
According to his biography at American University, where Gowen is an adjunct professor of
law, he “worked on several different initiatives with former President Clinton including”:
The
The
The
The

Clinton
Clinton
Clinton
Clinton

Foundation
Global Initiative
Health Access Initiative
Library

Gowen’s client was arrested by federal agents Tuesday at Dulles Airport in Virginia as he
tried to flee the country for his native Pakistan.
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/07/dems-roll-out-big-gun-to-protect-top-suspect-in-hackingscandal/#3yADuHri6wvEBGd2.99

Reply

K. Craine

considered the sole opinion of the writer.
Free Speech and Freedom of the Press are
protected by the First Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution and other local, state, national
and international laws. Therefore, as with all
opinion, such opinion should not be relied
upon without independent verification.
This site is a not-for-profit effort focused on
education, news, investigation of issues in the
public interest, and research, and relies on
fair use copyright exemptions under 17 U.S.C.
106(a)-117 of the United States Copyright
Act, in addition to any and all other related
and relevant privileges to which a fair and
reasonable person would attribute to this
grassroots effort to root out corruption and
promote justice. No rights whatsoever to
third party content are claimed or implied.

AFI LOGO (with text)
July 27, 2017 at 6:16 AM

Email comment by JM/AS/GH:
John Solomon. (Jul. 25, 2017). Newly declassified memos detail extent of improper Obamaera NSA spying. The Hill.
The National Security Agency and FBI violated specific civil liberty protections during the
Obama administration by improperly searching and disseminating raw intelligence on
Americans or failing to promptly delete unauthorized intercepts, according to newly
declassified memos that provide some of the richest detail to date on the spy agencies’
ability to obey their own rules.
The memos reviewed by The Hill were publicly released on July 11 through Freedom of
Information Act litigation by the American Civil Liberties Union.

AFI LOGO (no text)

They detail specific violations that the NSA or FBI disclosed to the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court or the Justice Department's national security division during President
Obama’s tenure between 2009 and 2016. The intelligence community isn't due to report on
compliance issues for 2017, the first year under the Trump administration, until next
spring.
Full story:
http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/343785-newly-declassified-memos-detailextent-of-improper-obama-era-nsa

Reply

K. Craine

July 27, 2017 at 6:26 AM

GLOBALIST BBC POLITICAL CORRECTNESS RUN AMOK. NOW THEY ARE REWRITING THE
HISTORY OF THE BRITISH ISLE TO FIT THEIR "DIVERSITY" NARRATIVE. THEY MUST REALLY
THINK NO BRITS EXCELLED IN THEIR HISTORY CLASSES. This is beyond maddening ignorance
on the part of the radical left.
Paul Joseph Watson. (Jul. 26, 2017). VIDEO: PAUL JOSEPH WATSON GOT OWNED! I
apologize, ancient Brits were in fact 'typically' black. Infowars.
The BBC depicted black people as representing a “typical” family living in Roman Britain
1500 years ago.
Yes, really.
The media, a leftist oddball claiming to be a “historian,” and a bunch of celebrities then
attacked me for pointing out that this was historically inaccurate.
They said I got “schooled”. That I got “owned”.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://www.infowars.com/video-paul-joseph-watson-got-owned/

Reply
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

CORRUPTION WATCH LIST
Faces of the Facebook
Cor r u ption (PDF)
(cu r r ently being u pdated
after the Fr i. Mar . 7, 2014
Scr ibd censor ship of this
docu m ent:
Here is the cast of characters in Leader v.
Facebook. We encourage you to report their
corrupt activities to this site and others, like
Lawless America. Feel free to communicate
anonymously in any way in which you are
most comfortable. The attempt of these
people and their organizations to corrupt
American justice and commerce cannot be
tolerated. Vigilance. We will expose them.
See Congressional Briefings (currently being
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Reply

K. Craine

updated after Scribd censored the
documents on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014).
July 27, 2017 at 7:09 AM

Email comment by AT:
If Russia can do this using Facebook, no wonder Leader Technologies' payday has been
stonewalled by Facebook's spy handlers at the NSA and CIA can do.
Facebook's explanation in this article is an obvious Deep State lie.
Joseph Menn. (Jul. 27, 2017). Exclusive: Russia used Facebook to try to spy on Macron
campaign - sources. Reuters.
SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - Russian intelligence agents attempted to spy on President
Emmanuel Macron's election campaign earlier this year by creating phony Facebook
personas, according to a U.S. congressman and two other people briefed on the effort.
About two dozen Facebook accounts were created to conduct surveillance on Macron
campaign officials and others close to the centrist former financier as he sought to defeat
far-right nationalist Marine Le Pen and other opponents in the two-round election, the
sources said. Macron won in a landslide in May.
Full story:
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-cyber-france-facebook-spies-exclusive-idUSKBN1AC0EI

Reply

K. Craine

July 27, 2017 at 7:13 AM

Email comment by Laura Ingraham:
Brendan Kirby. (Jul. 27, 2017). Conservatives Blast ‘Obamacare Repeal Frauds’ in GOP
Caucus - Several Republicans pretend to support health care reform while jealously
guarding Medicaid expansion

A. Facebook's law fir m s:
1. Fenw ick & W est LLP (Facebook
securities and patent law firm;
former Leader Technologies counsel;
attempted an appearance in Leader
v. Facebook; did not seek conflicts
waiver from Leader prior to
representing Facebook)
2. Cooley Godw ar d LLP (Facebook
law firm in Leader v. Facebook;
McBee Strategic energy stimulus
partner; Obama Justice Dept.
advisor; former employer to patent
judges)
3. B lank & Rom e LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader v. Facebook; former
employer to patent judges)
4. W hite & Case LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader v. Facebook;
undisclosed former employer to
Patent Office Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) officer
involved in Leader v. Facebook)
5. Gibson Du nn LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader v. Facebook;
undisclosed counsel to the Federal
Circuit; undisclosed protégé of Chief
Justice John Roberts, Jr.;
undisclosed former employer to
Preetinder ("Preet") Bharara, U.S.
Attorney currently persecuting Paul
Ceglia in U.S. v. Ceglia (Ceglia v.
Zuckerberg))
6. Or r ick Her r ington LLP
(longtime Facebook law firm and
destroyer of evidence for the cabal in
Winklevoss v. Zuckerberg and
ConnectU v. Facebook)

After helping to sink a clean repeal of Obamacare, Sen. Dean Heller (R-Nev.) on Wednesday
stood in the well of the Senate and pretended to advocate for reform.

7. W eil Gotshal LLP (Federal Circuit
counsel in Leader v. Facebook;
Judge Kimberly A. Moore's
undisclosed former client)

Yet Heller, the only Republican senator facing re-election next year in a state Democratic
presidential candidate Hillary Clinton won, argued against substantive changes to a host of
Obamacare provisions and offered an amendment to protect the status quo at the heart of
the law — its expansion of Medicaid.

8. Latham & W atkins LLP
(Facebook Director James W.
Breyer's counsel; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's husband, Matthew J.
Moore's new law firm)

“Let me tell you the impact Medicaid has had on the state of Nevada,” he said. “And as
many of you know, the state of Nevada was the first state to expand Medicaid. Before the
state made that decision, the state’s uninsured rate was at 23 percent, one of the highest
in the country.”
Most Republicans argue that the Medicaid expansion has weakened the financial integrity of
an already-shaky entitlement program. But Heller insisted he opposes the Affordable Care
Act.
Several conservative activists ripped Heller and six other Republicans who joined Democrats
in voting down the repeal — Arizona's John McCain, Maine's Susan Collins, Alaska's Lisa
Murkowski, Ohio's Rob Portman, Tennessee's Lamar Alexander, and West Virginia's Shelley
Moore Capito.
Full story:
http://www.lifezette.com/polizette/conservatives-blast-obamacare-repeal-frauds-in-gopcaucus/

Reply

9. Feder al Cir cu it B ar Association
("FCBA") (Federal Circuit's bar
association; second largest in the
U.S.; Facebook's law firms extert
much influence in its policy and
activity, incl. Fenwick & West LLP,
Gibson Dunn LLP, Orrick
Herrington LLP, Weil Gotschal LLP;
Facebook's large shareholder,
Microsoft, is a director; Federal
Circuit Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly is
an officer; FCBA made an
appearance in Leader v. Facebook to
oppose the amicus curiae (friend of
the court) motion of Dr. Lakshmi
Arunachalam, former Director of
Network Architecture at Sun
Microsystems, in favor of Leader
Technologies and objecting to the
evident conflicts of interest within
the court itself, her motion was
denied, the judges refused to
disclose their conflicts which we now
know include Facebook and
Microsoft stocks)
10. DC B ar Association

K. Craine

July 27, 2017 at 7:16 AM

Email comment by Laura Ingraham:
Edward Woodson. (Jul. 26, 2017). Republicans Toy with a Misguided Tax on the First
Amendment - Unsure how to pay for meaningful, lasting reform, GOP policymakers weigh
levy on advertising. LifeZette.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

11. Per kins Coie LLP (Facebook's
"rapid response enforcement team;"
law firm for Obama's chief counsels,
the husband and wife team of Robert
F. Bauer and Anita B. Dunn; Bauer
was identified on Aug. 1, 2013 as
having directed the IRS targeting of
the Tea Party)
12. Str oz Fr iedber g (Facebook’s
"forensic expert" who manipulated
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President Donald Trump and the Republican-controlled Congress have laudably made
passing tax reform — real tax reform, not just shuffling money from one group to another —
a top priority. Now, however, some supply-side economics skeptics are open to the
possibility of taxing free speech — a constitutional right — to fill Washington’s coffers.
As you read this, the “Big Six” are meeting to discuss which deductions to keep or
eliminate, and Ways and Means Committee Chair Kevin Brady must quell these whispers of
taxing advertising. Imposing such a levy would trample on our country’s liberty and values,
setting a dangerous precedent for further constitutional breaches in the foreseeable future.
As substantial “pay-fors” such as the border adjustment tax begin to fall out of the public’s
favor, some in Congress have begun to look at provisions from Dave Camp’s 2014 tax reform
proposal as a blueprint for replacement. Camp’s proposal would have changed the tax
treatment of advertising from a normal, 100 percent deductible business expense to one
that is only 50 percent deductible, with the rest being amortized over the course of a
decade.
Full story:
http://www.lifezette.com/polizette/republicans-toy-with-a-misguided-tax-on-the-firstamendment/

Reply

K. Craine

July 27, 2017 at 9:34 AM

the data in Paul Ceglia v. Mark
Zuckerberg, and who first revealed
the existence of 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard emails that they
told Leader Technologies in 2009
were "lost")
13. Chandler Law Fir m Char ter ed
(Professor James P. Chandler, III,
principal; Leader Technologies
patent counsel; adviser to IBM and
David J. Kappos; adviser to Eric H.
Holder, Jr. and the U.S. Department
of Justice; author of the Economic
Espionage Act of 1996 and the
Federal Trade Secrets Act)

B . Facebook
attor neys &
cooper ating ju dges:
14. Gor don K . Davidson (Fenwick;
Facebook's securities and patent
attorney; Leader Technologies'
former attorney)
15. Chr istopher P. K ing ( aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka ChristopherCharles P. King, Fenwick & West
LLP)

Email comment by SGTreport:

16. Theodor e B . Olson (Gibson
Dunn)

LaRouche PAC. (Jul. 26, 2017). Mr. President, Investigate this Immediately, It Blows Up the
Entire Coup Against You! Beyond It's News.

17. Thom as G. Hu ngar (Gibson
Dunn)

We seldom interrupt our regular intelligence flow on this website. We are doing this now
because the extraordinary memorandum produced by the Veteran Intelligence Professionals
for Sanity (VIPS) yesterday conclusively demonstrates that the so-called Russian hacks of
the Democratic National Committee were not hacks at all, but leaks by someone with
physical access to DNC computers. The data was then doctored to incriminate Russia. You
can read the entire explosive VIPS Memorandum here.
The VIPS, who include former NSA Technical Director William Binney, back the independent
forensic analysis performed by a group including Skip Folden, retired IBM Program Manager
for Information Technology U.S. No such forensic analysis was performed in any of the
Obama intelligence community’s so-called “assessments.” The VIPS state that there were
two inside leaks from the DNC. The first was in June of 2016, sometime before Julian
Assange’s June 12th announcement that he had DNC documents and planned to publish
them. The second leak was on July 5, 2016 to pre-emptively taint anything Wikileaks might
publish by “showing it came from a Russian hack.” As is well-known, Wikileaks did publish
its DNC trove showing that Hillary Clinton and the DNC conspired to rig the Democratic
Presidential primary process against Bernie Sanders.
Full story:
http://beforeitsnews.com/economy/2017/07/breaking-mr-president-investigate-thisimmediately-it-blows-up-the-entire-coup-against-you-2904445.html

Reply

K. Craine

July 27, 2017 at 9:43 AM

Email comment by Alex Jones:
Kit Daniels. (Mar. 27, 2017). DEEP STATE MULLS “CONTINUITY OF GOVERNMENT” PLAN TO
OVERTHROW TRUMP - Infowars warned you about COG for years. Infowars.
The shadow government is considering using its “continuity of government” (COG)
mechanism already in place to overthrow the entire Trump administration.
The COG procedures, which were first drafted during the Cold War to ensure the
government’s survival during a nuclear war, mesh well with the establishment narrative
that the 2016 presidential election was “stolen” by “Russian hackers.”
“…If the election had been stolen, Pence’s place as president would be no more legitimate
than that of Trump,” wrote Norm Ornstein of the neo-conservative American Enterprise
Institute for Public Policy Research. “After Pence — Paul Ryan, the speaker, followed by
Orrin Hatch, the president pro tem, followed by Secretary of State Rex Tillerson.”

18. Er ic H. Holder , Jr . (Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)
19. Jam es Cole (Deputy Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)
20. Tony W est (Associate Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice; 2008
Obama California Campaign
Manager)
21. Rober t F. B au er (Obama
Attorney; White House Chief
Counsel; directed IRS targeting of
the Tea Party; formerly and
currently employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team;" spouse is Anita
B. Dunn)
22. Anita B . Du nn (Obama Attorney;
White House Chief Counsel;
husband Robert F. Bauer directed
IRS targeting of the Tea Party,
formerly employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team")
23. Mar y L. Schapir o (former
Chairman, Securities & Exchange
Commission (S.E.C.); holds
investments in 51 Facebook Club
basket funds)
24. Jam es "Jam ie" B r igagliano
(former Deputy Director of the
Division of Trading and Markets at
the Securities and Exchange
Commission; Mary L. Schapiro's
chief lieutenant on "dark pool" rule
making)
25. Joseph P. Cu tler (Perkins Coie)
26. David P. Chiappetta (Perkins
Coie)
27. Jam es R. McCu llagh (Perkins
Coie)
28. Ram sey M. Al-Salam (Perkins
Coie)
29. Gr ant E. K insel (Perkins Coie)
30. Reeve T. B u ll (Gibson Dunn)
31. Heidi K eefe (Cooley)
32. Michael G. Rhodes (Cooley; Tesla
Motors)
33. Elizabeth Stam eshkin (Cooley)

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html
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“If voters’ collective desires were subverted by foreign interference and a party’s collusion,
none would have a legitimate claim — especially since the control of the Senate, at least,
would have been affected by the Russian role.”

34. Donald K . Ster n (Cooley; Justice
Dept. advisor)
35. Mar k R. W einstein (Cooley)
36. Jeffr ey Nor ber g (Cooley)

Full story:

37. Ronald Lem ieu x (Cooley)

https://www.infowars.com/deep-state-mulls-continuity-of-government-plan-to-overthrowtrump/

38. Cr aig W . Clar k (Blank Rome)
39. Tom Am is (Cooley / McBee
Strategic)
40. Er ich Veitenheim er (Cooley /
McBee Strategic)

Reply

K. Craine

July 28, 2017 at 7:45 AM

Email comment th GH:

41. Roel Cam pos (Cooley; former
Commissioner of the U.S. Securities
& Exchange Commission at the time
of the infamous Facebook 12(g)
exemption)
42. Lisa T. Sim pson (Orrick)
43. Indr a Neel Chatter jee (Orrick)

Staff. (Jul. 27, 2017). Obama official made 'hundreds of unmasking requests,' GOP chairman
says. Fox News.
The letter states Obama-era officials sought the identifies of Trump transition officials
within intel reports without a meaningful explanation; Catherine Herridge goes in-depth for
'Special Report'
An Obama official made “hundreds of unmasking requests” during the final year of the
previous administration, according to a letter from a top Republican who raised new
concerns that officials sought the identities of Trump associates in intelligence reports for
“improper purposes.”
“Unmasking” refers to the formal request to identify Americans in an intelligence
document.
CLICK HERE TO READ THE LETTER
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/interactive/2017/07/27/letter-from-nunes-to-coats-onunmasking.html
House Intelligence Committee Chairman Devin Nunes, R-Calif., has questioned whether
Obama officials improperly sought the names of Trump transition members in this way –
and, in the letter obtained by Fox News, Nunes provided new details about what his
investigators have found.

44. Sam u el O'Rou r ke (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)
45. Theodor e W . Ullyot (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)
46. Am ber H. Rover , aka Am ber L.
Hagy aka Am ber Hatfield (Weil
Gotshal LLP; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's former client)
47. Edw ar d R. Reines (Weil Gotschal)
48. Tr ish Har r is (DC Bar Association)
49. Elizabeth A. Her m an (DC Bar
Association)
50. Elizabeth J. B r anda (DC Bar
Association)
51. David J. K appos (former Patent
Office Director; former IBM chief
intellectual property counsel;
ordered unprecedented 3rd reexam
of Leader Technologies' patent;
Obama political appointee)
52. Pr eetinder ("Pr eet") B har ar a
(U.S. Attorney Ceglia v. Zuckerberg;
formerly of Gibson & Dunn LLP;
protects Zuckerberg)

Full story:

53. Thom as J. K im (SEC Chief
Counsel)

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/07/27/obama-official-made-hundreds-unmaskingrequests-gop-chairman-says.html

54. Anne K r au skopf (SEC Special Sr.
Counsel)

Reply

56. Jan Hor baly (Federal Circuit,
Clerk of Court)

55. John G. Rober ts, Jr . (Chief
Justice, U.S. Supreme Court)

57. K im ber ly A. Moor e (Judge,
Federal Circuit)
K. Craine

July 28, 2017 at 7:48 AM

Email comment th GH/JM:
LOL. Dem mayors wanted to get in the act with Hillary, Podesta and Obama. Gee Beav, they
were just copying their hero leaders. Is that wrong? ... attempted to amend the code of
ethics, just like James P. Chandler did with the Judicial Conference in 2001 to allow judges
to hide investments in deep-pocket litigants inside mutual funds.
Staff. (Jul. 27, 2017). BREAKING: FBI Discovers Massive Dem Corruption Scandal, Top Dems
Indicted | Top Stories Today
BREAKING: FBI Discovers Massive Dem Corruption Scandal, Top Dems Indicted.
Full story:
https://youtu.be/a8z-LFw0DHU

59. K athr yn "K athy" Ru em m ler
(Latham & Watkins LLP; White
House counsel)
60. Evan J. W allach (Judge, Federal
Circuit)
61. Alan D. Lou r ie (Judge, Federal
Circuit)
62. Randall R. Rader (Chief Judge,
Federal Circuit)
63. Ter ence P. Stew ar t (Federal
Circuit Bar Association)
64. Leonar d P. Star k (Judge,
Delaware U.S. District Court)
65. Richar d J. Ar car a (Judge, N.Y.
Western District, Ceglia v. Holder et
al)

Reply

K. Craine

58. Matthew J. Moor e (Latham &
Watkins LLP; husband of Judge
Kimberly A. Moore)

July 28, 2017 at 7:53 AM

66. Allen R. MacDonald
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
Office)

Email comment th TM/GH:

67. Stephen C. Siu (Administrative
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)

Cristina Laila. (Jul. 27, 2017). SCARAMUCCI DROPS BOMB: Says 3 to 4 Dirty Leakers to be
Fired Friday. Gateway Pundit.

68. Mer edith C. Petr avick
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html
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Office)
In an explosive interview with with the New Yorker’s Ryan Lizza, Anthony Scaramucci issued
his sternest warning yet to those leaking information to the press.

69. Jam es T. Moor e (Administratie
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)

Scaramucci said he wants to “f*cking kill all the leakers and I want to get the President’s
agenda on track so we can succeed for the American people.”

70. Pinchu s M. Lau fer (Sr. Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)

The New Yorker reported:

71. K im ber ly Jor dan (Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)

He reiterated that Priebus would resign soon, and he noted that he told Trump that he
expected Priebus to launch a campaign against him. “He didn’t get the hint that I was
reporting directly to the President,” he said. “And I said to the President here are the four
or five things that he will do to me.” His list of allegations included leaking the Hannity
dinner and the details from his financial-disclosure form.
I got the sense that Scaramucci’s campaign against leakers flows from his intense loyalty to
Trump. Unlike other Trump advisers, I’ve never heard him say a bad word about the
President. “What I want to do is I want to fucking kill all the leakers and I want to get the
President’s agenda on track so we can succeed for the American people,” he told me.
Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/07/scaramucci-drops-bomb-says-3-4-dirtyleakers-fired-friday/

Reply

K. Craine

73. W illiam J. Stoffel (Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)
74. Jam es C. Payne (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
75. Deandr a M. Hu ghes (Examiner,
Leader v. Facebook reexamination)
76. K athr yn W alsh Siehndel (FOIA
Counsel, U.S. Patent Office - bio and
conflicts log concealed)
77. Dennis C. B lair (Director, U.S.
National Intelligence)
78. Dennis F. Saylor , IV (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)
79. Jam es E. B oasber g (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)

July 28, 2017 at 7:58 AM

Email comment by GH/RE:
Julian Assange discovers closed door meeting between Nancy Pelosi and arrested Dem IT
guy Awan.
Gary Frenchi. (Jul. 27, 2017). HEADS WILL ROLL: THE EMAIL THAT JUST LEAKED ABOUT
NANCY PELOSI WILL BRING HER DOWN FOR GOOD. The Next News Network.
The mainstream media is practically blacking out the Awan brothers story that we’ve been
covering. And no one is going to show you how it is connected to Nutty Nancy Pelosi.
Full story:
https://youtu.be/0WZ6ZRD4eXY
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72. Daniel J. Rym an (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)

July 28, 2017 at 8:01 AM

Email comment by GH/AS:
Ian Mason. (Jul. 27, 2017). REPORT: Top FBI Lawyer Under Investigation for Leaks. Breitbart.
A Thursday report in Circa cites three officials claiming that FBI General Counsel James A.
Baker is the “top suspect” in an investigation into leaks of classified Department of Justice
information to the media.
The report claims the investigation is “criminal” in nature. It is unclear exactly what
information Baker is suspected of leaking and to which new outlets he did so.
Baker is reportedly a “close ally” of ousted FBI Director James Comey, who, in 2014,
appointed him to his current post as the top attorney representing the bureau. According to
a June report in Vox, Baker was one of the three officials to whom Comey turned for advice
soon after his infamous private audience with President Donald Trump in which he later
claimed, through a memo leaked to Columbia Law professor Daniel Richman, that the
President asked him “let it go” with regard to former National Security Advisor Michael
Flynn.
If Circa’s report proves accurate, it may be the first name to drop in Attorney General Jeff
Sessions’s rumored extensive probe into leakers in the federal government. Neither the
Justice Department nor the FBI responded to Circa’s request for comment on Baker being
under investigation, but DOJ Spokeswoman Sarah Isgur Flores did release this statement to
journalists Thursday:
Full story:

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

80. Jam es P. Chandler , III
(President, National Intellectual
Property Law Institute, NIPLI; The
Chandler Law Firm Chartered;
advisor to Asst. Att'y Gen. Eric H.
Holder, Jr., Dept. of Justice;
Member, National Infrastructure
Assurance Commission, NIAC;
advisor to Federal Circuit Chief
Judge Randall R. Rader; advisor to
Sen. Orrin Hatch; author, The
Federal Trade Secrets Act and the
Economic Espionage Act of 1996;
Leader Technologies' legal counsel,
along with Fenwick & West LLP)

C. Facebook pu ppet
m aster s:
81. Pr esident B ar ack Obam a
(appointed Leonard P. Stark to the
judge's seat in Delaware Federal
District Court eight days after Stark's
court allowed Facebook to get away
with jury and court manipulation of
an on-sale bar verdict which was
attained without a single piece of
hard evidence; Barack and Michelle
Obama were evidently protecting
their 47 million "likes" on Facebook)
82. Law r ence "Lar r y" Su m m er s
(Harvard President who aided
Zuckerberg's light-speed rise to
prominence with unprecedented
Harvard Crimson coverage; Obama
bailout chief; Clinton Treasury
Secretary; World Bank Chief
Economist; "Special Advisor" to
Marc Andreessen in Instagram; cocreator of the current Russian
robber baron economy; close 20year relationships with protégés
Sheryl Sandberg & Yuri Milner;
aided in recommendations that
created the Russian robber baron
economy—and Yuri
Milner/DST/Asmanov's money used
to purchase Facebook stock)
83. Jam es W . B r eyer , Accel
Par tner s LLP; Facebook director;
client of Fenwick & West LLP since
the 1990's; apparently received
technology from other Fenwick
clients that was shuffled to
Zuckerberg, incl. Leader
Technologies' inventions)
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http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2017/07/27/report-top-fbi-lawyer-underinvestigation-for-leaks/

Reply

K. Craine

July 28, 2017 at 9:18 AM

Cristina Laila. (Jul. 27, 2017). Debbie Wasserman Schultz “Absolute Wreck – Barely Able to
Function” Since Imran Awan Arrest. Gateway Pundit.
Debbie Wasserman Schultz employed Pakistani IT staffers and brothers who were paid over
$4 million dollars over the course of their employment even though they were accused of a
cyber-security breach.
Imran Awan was arrested as he attempted to flee the U.S. after wiring approximately
$300,000 to Pakistan. Fox News is the only cable network covering this huge scandal. When
Imran Awan was arrested he was carrying $12,000 in cash on him. His wife was carrying
$12,000 of cash when she fled the country too.
Imran and his Muslim brothers, Abid and Jamal accessed unauthorized computers while
acting as IT specialists. The three brothers were making $161,000, $165,000, and $160,000
and one of the brothers has a criminal background.
Word has it that Debbie Wasserman Schultz is an absolute wreck since Imran Awan was
arrested. Calls for her to testify to Congress are increasingly growing as well.
Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/07/debbie-wasserman-schultz-barely-ablefunction-since-imran-awan-arrest/

Reply

K. Craine

July 28, 2017 at 1:23 PM

Email comment by Joseph Farah:
Bob Unruh. (Jul. 28, 2017). Watching the Watchers: Lawsuits Target FBI's McCabe. WND.
The FBI, of course, is the federal agency that carries out some of the nation’s most
important investigations.

84. David Plou ffe; directed Obama's
2008 and 2012 campaigns; a selfdescribed "statistics nerd;" likely
directed the activities of the
Facebook Club; employed Robert F.
Bauer, Perkins Coii LLP in 2000 at
the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee
85. McB ee Str ategic (one of the main
"private" arms responsible for
dolling out the billions in Obama
"green energy" stimulus funds;
partnered with Cooley Godward
LLP)
86. Mike Sheehy (Cooley-McBee
Strategic principal; former National
Security Adviser to House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi)
87. Nancy Pelosi (U.S.
Congresswoman; appears to be
running political cover in the House
for Facebook, McBee Strategic,
Cooley Godward, Fenwick & West,
Breyers, etc.)
88. Har r y Reid (U.S. Senator; Judge
Evan J. Wallach patron)
89. Thom as J. K im (SEC, Chief
Counsel & Assoc. Director) approved
Facebook's 500-shareholder
exemption on Oct. 14, 2007, one day
after it was submitted by Fenwick &
West LLP; Facebook used this
exemption to sell $3 billion insider
stock to the Russians Alisher
Asmanov, Yuri Milner, DST, Digital
Sky, Mail.ru which pumped
Facebook's pre-IPO valuation to
$100 billion; another Harvard grad,
Kim worked at Latham & Watkins
LLP which was the chief lobbyist for
the National Venture Capital
Association in 2002-2004 whose
Chairman was . . . James W. Beyer,
Accel Partners LLP; in other words
Breyer and Kim, both Harvard
grads, were associated at the time of
the Zuckerberg hacking and theft of
Leader Technologies' software code)
90. Ping Li (Accel Partners, Zuckerberg
handler)
91. Jim Sw ar tz (Accel Partners;
Zuckerberg handler)

But of late, there have been raised questions about the agency’s chiefs. After all, fired
director James Comey was the lead player in the FBI’s announcement not to prosecute
Hillary Clinton, even though he explained her national security-related actions exhibited
extremely poor judgment.

92. Sher yl K . Sandber g (Facebook,
Summers protégé; Facebook
director)

Then there has been the ongoing investigation into claims that the Trump campaign
colluded with Russia during the 2016 presidential race, a rumor-filled nest that has yet to
produce anything more than some decisions political insiders would describe as unwise.

93. Y u r i Milner (DST aka Digital Sky,
Summers protégé; former Bank
Menatep executive; Facebook
director)

And of course after Comey was fired, he released government documents to a friend to give
to the media in his desire to manipulate the Washington bureaucracy to trigger an outside
counsel’s investigation of “Russia,” which he got.
Now questions are being raised about his close friend, Andrew McCabe, who became acting
FBI chief when Comey was removed.

94. Alisher Asm anov (DST aka Digital
Sky; Goldman Sachs Moscow
partner; Russian oligarch; Friend of
the Kremlin; Became the Richest
Man in Russia after the Facebook
IPO)

Get “Trump’s War: His Battle for America” by talk radio icon Michael Savage, from the WND
Superstore.

95. Mar c L. Andr eessen (Zuckerberg
coach; client of Fenwick & West LLP
and Christopher P. King aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka ChristopherCharles P. King; Summers' sponsor
during Instagram-scam; Facebook
director)

“There are numerous questions about the ethics and judgment of the FBI’s top leadership,
particularly acting FBI director Andrew McCabe,” said Tom Fitton, the Judicial Watch chief.

96. Peter Thiel (19-year old
Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; Facebook
director; CEO, Clarion Capital)

They come in the form of three lawsuits filed by officials with Judicial Watch seeking
information about McCabe’s activities.

Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/07/investigating-the-investigator-lawsuits-seek-records-onfbis-mccabe/
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97. Clar ion Capital (Peter Thiel)
98. Reid G. Hoffm an (19-year old
Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; LinkedIn;
Facebook director)
99. Richar d W olper t (Accel Partners)
100. Rober t K etter son (Fidelity
Ventures; Fidelity Equity Partners;
Fidelity Ventures
Telecommunications & Technology)
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Replies
K. Craine

July 28, 2017 at 1:33 PM

Here's some of our AFI research on FBI's Andrew McCabe
AFI. (Nov. 01, 2016). Red Alert: Obama is rigging the election. Americans for
Innovation.
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/11/red-alert-obama-isrigging-election.html

Reply

K. Craine

July 29, 2017 at 6:02 AM

Email comment by DL:
NO WONDER MUELLER AND ROSENSTEIN NEEDED TO PUT THEIR OLD HILLARY GANG BACK
TOGETHER. JUST LIKE YOU THOUGHT AFI, THEY ARE WORKING TO HIDE THEIR PAST
COLLUSION, OR GET RID OF DONALD TRUMP BEFORE THEIR SINS ARE EXPOSED! ONE LOOK AT
THIS LATEST LEADER TIMELINE SHOWS THAT MUELLER WAS PUT IN PLACE RIGHT BEFORE
9/11. HMMMMMMM.
Dr. Jerome Corsi. (Jul. 28, 2017). ROBERT MUELLER’S ROLE IN CLINTON SCHEME TO SELL 20
PERCENT OF US URANIUM TO RUSSIA - Special Counselor Mueller a Clinton Foundation
“criminal fixer” in Uranium One scam? Infowars.
WASHINGTON, D.C. – On May 17, the day Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein appointed
former FBI Director Robert Mueller as Special Counsel charged with investigating possible
“Russian collusion” with President Trump’s campaign, Julian Assange at WikiLeaks tweeted
a WikiLeaks released State Department cable documenting that Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton ordered Mueller to deliver a sample of stolen Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) to
Russia in 2009.
Assange’s email signaled an investigation is needed into Mueller and his complex
involvement with Russia and Uranium One, the company Bill Clinton promoted with
Canadian entrepreneur Frank Giustra while Hillary Clinton served as Obama secretary of
state in a criminal saga that ended up with Secretary Clinton voting to give the Russian
State Atomic Nuclear Energy Agency, Rosatom, control of approximately 20 percent of all
uranium holdings in the United States.
Mueller’s involvement in the Clintons’ drive to profit from selling 20 percent of U.S.
uranium to Vladimir Putin’s Russian government should properly make him the target of a
Department of Justice grand jury convened to examine the Clintons’ involvement with
Uranium One, thereby disqualifying him from serving as Special Counsel appointed to
examine the “no evidence” Democratic meme that the Trump campaign “colluded” with
Russia to steal the election from Hillary Clinton.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/robert-muellers-role-in-clinton-scheme-to-sell-20-percent-ofus-uranium-to-russia/

Reply

102. Zynga/Gr ou pon/LinkedIn/Squ
ar e/Instagr am ("Facebook
Money/Credits/Bitcoin" feeder
companies)
103. Tesla Motor s (received $465
million in Obama stimulus funds
and hired Cooley's Michael Rhodes
in the seven months before the
Leader v. Facebook trial, just before
veteran Judge Joseph Farnan made
the surprise announcement of his
retirement, just six days after
Facebook's disasterous Markman
Hearing)
104. Solyndr a (received $535 million in
Obama stimulus at the
recommendation of the CooleyMcBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)
105. B r ightSou r ce (received $1.6
billion in Obama stimulus at the
recommendation of the CooleyMcBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)
106. John P. B r eyer (father of James
W. Breyer; founder of IDG Capital
Partners - China; coached his son on
exploiting Western markets while he
quietly built a venture capital
business in China for the last 20
years; the real brain behind the
Breyer exploitations
107. IDG Capital Par tner s (China)
(founded by John P. Breyer, the
father of James W. Breyer, Accel
Partners; the current launderer of
the tens of billions James W has
fleeced from the U.S. market from
the bailout, stimulus and the "pump
& dump" Facebook IPO schemes)
108. Goldm an Sachs (received US
bailout funds; then invested with
DST in Facebook private stock via
Moscow; took Facebook public;
locked out American investors from
investing)
109. Mor gan Stanley (received US
bailout funds; took Facebook public;
probably participated in oversees
purchases of Facebook private stock
before IPO)
110. State Str eet Cor por ation
(received U.S. taxpayer bailout
monies along with Goldman Sachs
and Morgan Stanley; consolodating
control of ATM banking networks
internationally
111. JP Mor gan Chase (received U.S.
taxpayer bailout monies along with
Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
State Street Corporation)
112. Lloyd B lankfein (Goldman Sachs,
CEO)

Replies
K. Craine

101. David K ilpatr ick (Business
Insider; "The Facebook Effect"; PR
cleanse-meister re. Facebook
origins)

July 29, 2017 at 6:19 AM

113. Jam ie Dim on (JP MorganChase,
CEO)

Email comment by PJW:

114. Steve Cu tler (JP MorganChase,
General Counsel)

Paul Joseph Watson. (Jul. 28, 2017). PASTOR CONFIRMS PLOT TO “TAKE OUT”
TRUMP IS “PHYSICAL” - Rodney Howard-Browne warns of assassination attempt.
Infowars.

115. Rodgin Cohen (JP MorganChase,
Outside Counsel; Sullivan Cromwell,
LLP)

Pastor Rodney Howard-Browne, who says he was told by a senior Republican
Congressman of a plot to “take out” President Trump, has confirmed that the
intention is to “physically” remove Trump from office.
As we reported on Monday, Howard-Browne said he was told by the lawmaker,
“There is a plot on Capitol Hill to take the president out, I said you mean by
impeachment or by indictment – he said no, to take him out, he will be removed
suddenly from office,” before adding, “you can read between the lines”.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

116. U.S. Secu r ities & Exchange
Com m ission (granted Fenwick &
West's application on behalf of
Facebook for an unpredented
exemption to the 500 shareholder
rule; opened the floodgated for
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley
to make a private market in
Facebook pre-IPO insider stock;
facilitated the influx of billions of
dollars from "dubious" sources
associated with Russian oligarchs,
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The Pastor subsequently revealed that he had received a visit from the Secret
Service as a result of his remarks, with agents keen to find out the name of the
Congressman who passed on the warning.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/pastor-confirms-plot-to-take-out-trump-is-physical/

K. Craine

July 29, 2017 at 6:24 AM

Dan Lyman. (Jul. 28, 2017). LIMBAUGH: DEEP STATE COULD BE RECRUITING
RETIRED GENERALS TO LEAD MILITARY COUP - Desperate establishment prepared
to overthrow Trump at all costs. Infowars.
Radio host Rush Limbaugh issued a speculative warning to his listeners that he
believes the deep state and D.C. swamp dwellers could potentially be recruiting
ex-military leaders to spearhead a revolution to depose President Trump, if all
else fails.
During a segment covering ex-CIA head John Brennan’s statements at the Aspen
Security Forum in which Brennan called upon members of the Executive Branch
to effectively execute a coup if Trump fires compromised special investigator,
Robert Mueller, Limbaugh offered the opinion that the D.C. establishment has
abandoned virtually all rationality and respect for the democratic process due to
an overwhelming hatred of the outsider President and could be prepared to take
extreme measures to ensure he is removed from office.
Full story [RADIO PODCAST]:
https://www.infowars.com/limbaugh-deep-state-could-be-recruiting-retiredgenerals-to-lead-military-coup/

K. Craine

July 29, 2017 at 6:43 AM

Email comment by KL:
Pat Buchanan. (Jul. 27, 2017). Is Trump Entering a Kill Box? Patrick J. Buchanan
Blog.
Given the bravery he showed in stepping out front as the first senator to endorse
Donald Trump, Jeff Sessions deserves better from his boss than the Twittertrashing he has lately received.
The attorney general has not only been loyal to Trump and his agenda, he has
the respect and affection of ex-colleagues in Congress and, more broadly, of
populists and conservatives nationally.
Trump’s tweets about Sessions are only demoralizing his base.
Yet the president is not wrong to be exasperated and enraged.
A yearlong FBI investigation into Russian hacking has failed to produce a single
indictment. Yet the president watches impotently as a special counsel pulls
together a lethal force, inside his own administration, whose undeclared
ambition is to bring him down.
Trump’s behavior suggests that he sees the Mueller threat as potentially mortal.
Full story:
http://buchanan.org/blog/trump-entering-kill-box-127396

K. Craine

July 29, 2017 at 6:44 AM

Here's a TinyURL for the Buchanan comment above:
https://tinyurl.com/trump-kill-box

Reply

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

Alisher Asmanov and Yuri Milner,
and the Kremlin; Goldman Sachs is
a partner with this Moscow
company, Digital Sky Technologies,
aka DST, aka Mail.ru)
117. Jeff Mar key (McBee Strategic LLC;
allied with Facebook's Cooley
Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)
118. Steve McB ee (McBee Strategic
LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley
Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)
119. Michael F. McGow an (Stroz
Friedberg; Facebook forensic expert
who lied about his knowledge of the
contents of the 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard Email accounts)
120. B r yan J. Rose (Stroz Friedberg;
Facebook forensic expert who lied
about his knowledge of the contents
of the 28 Zuckerberg hard drives and
Harvard Email accounts)
121. Dr . Sau l Gr eenber g (Facebook's
expert witness from the University
of Calgary; disingenuously waived
his hands and said he would be "wild
guessing" about the purpose of a
Java "sessionstate" import statement
(even Java newbies know it is used
for tracking a user while in a web
session); in short, Dr. Greeberg lied
to the jury, thus discrediting his
testimony)
122. Toni Tow nes-W hitley (CGI
Federal; Michelle Obama's 1985
Princeton classmate; CGI "donated"
$47 million to the Obama campaign;
CGI won the no-bid contract to build
the www.healthcare.gov Obamacare
website; CGI shut off the security
features on Obama's reelection
donation sites to increase donations)
123. CGI Feder al (US division of a
Canadian company; Donated $47
million to Obama's reelection, then
received the no-bid contract to build
the ill-fated Obamacare website;
Michelle Obama's Princeton
classmate, Toni Townes-Whitely, is a
Senior Vice President of CGI; the
website is replete with social
features and links to Facebook)
124. K athleen Sebeliu s (Obama's
Secretary of Health & Human
Services since 2009 responsible for
$678 million Obamacare
implementation; made the decision
to hire CGI Federal on a no-bid
contract despite the evident conflict
of interest with Michelle Obama and
$47 million in Obama campaign
donations by CGI; the website is
replete with social features and links
to Facebook)
125. Todd Y . Par k (White House Chief
Technology Officer (CTO); former
CTO for Health & Human Services;
chief architect of HealthCare.gov;
founder, director, CEO,
Athenahealth, Inc.; founder,
director, CEO, Castlight Health,
Inc.)
126. Fr ank M. Sands, Sr . / Fr ank M.
Sands, Jr . (Founder and CEO,
respectively, of Sands Capital
Management LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 13G acquisition
reports for Athenahealth, Inc.,
Baidu, Inc. (ADR) and Facebook
stock during 2012; masked the
association of Todd Y. Park with
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K. Craine

July 29, 2017 at 6:21 AM

Email comment by PJW:
Paul Joseph Watson. (Jul. 28, 2017). ROGER STONE EXCLUSIVE: ROD ROSENSTEIN WAS
PUSHED BY DUMBEST MEMBER OF CONGRESS, ELIJAH CUMMINGS - The truth behind the
deputy attorney general under Sessions. Infowars.
Roger Stone joins Paul Joseph Watson live via Skype to discuss breaking developments
regarding the DNC, Trump’s Justice Department and the dumbest member of Congress:
Elijah Cummings.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://www.infowars.com/roger-stone-exclusive-rod-rosenstein-was-pushed-by-dumbestmember-of-congress-elijah-cummings/

Reply

K. Craine

July 29, 2017 at 6:31 AM

Email comment by GH:
Jim Hoft. (Jul. 28, 2017). That’s Weird? Wasserman Schultz Paid Imran Awan for 5 Mos.
After He Was Banned from House Computers. Gateway Pundit.
Three Pakistani brothers who managed the IT affairs for several Democratic government
officials were relieved of their duties in February on suspicion that they accessed specific
computer networks without permission, also known as hacking.
Abid, Imran, and Jamal Awan were barred from computer networks at the House of
Representatives in February.
Imran Awan was arrested on Monday night trying to flee the country with $12,000 of cash
on him.
They accessed computers unauthorized. They were getting foreign information. The three
brothers were making $161,000, $165,000, and $160,000.
One of the brothers has a criminal background.
** Former IT staffer Imran Awan allegedly threatened to have his stepmother’s Pakistani
relatives kidnapped if she talked to U.S. law enforcement authorities,
Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/07/thats-weird-wasserman-schultz-paid-imranawan-5mos-banned-house-computers/
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K. Craine

July 29, 2017 at 6:49 AM

Email comment by GH:
Cristina Lalla. (Jul. 28, 2017). BOOM! Report=> McMaster Caught Privately Communicating
WH Internal Politics to Deep State McCabe. Gateway Pundit.
Sara Carter of Circa News is reporting that sources are tell her that NatSec Advisor, H.R.
McMaster has been communicating White House internal politics to Deep State Acting FBI
Director Andy McCabe. Carter then implied that more White House shake-ups are perhaps
on the horizon.
Sara A. Carter ✔ @SaraCarterDC
Investigating: sources say,"McMaster has been communicating WH internal politics 2 Acting
FBI director Andy McCabe." More shake-ups? 7:28 PM - Jul 28, 2017 855 855 Replies 5,780
5,780 Retweets 7,793 7,793 likes
The Trump base will be happy to hear this.
Investigative reporter Mike Cernovich wrote McMaster’s time is running out. Cernovich has
been reporting for months that McMaster is on the globalist’s agenda and secretly working
against President Trump’s ‘America First’ plans.
Mike Cernovich 🇺🇸 ✔ @Cernovich

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

Athenahealth, Inc. and Baidu, Inc.,
and the association of both of those
companies with the Facebook IPO
fraud)
127. Robin "Handsom e Rew ar d"
Y angong Li (CEO, Baidu, Inc.
(ADR); appointed Jan. 2004, the
same month that Mark Zuckerberg
obtained Leader Technologies' social
networking source code to start
Facebook; Robin Y . Li is very likely
associated with John P. and James
W. Breyer through their Chinese
entities, including IDG Capital
Partners, IDG-Accel and other
variants; Li appointed a junior
attorney from Fenwick & West LLP,
Palo Alto/Mountain View, namely
Parker Zhang, to be his "Head of
Patents;" Fenwick & West LLP
represented both Leader
Technologies, Inc. and Accel
Partners LLC in 2002-2003 and had
Leader's source code in their files.)
128. Par ker Zhang ("Head of Patents"
at Baidu, Inc. (ADR), appointed in
approx. May 2012; formerly a junior
Associate attorney at Fenwick &
West LLP; graduate from Michigan
Law in 2005)
129. Penny S. Pr itzker (Secretary,
Department of Commerce; replaced
Rebecca M. Blank; holds over $24
million in Facebook "dark pools"
stock, most notably in Goldman
Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
JPMorgan)
130. Rebecca M. B lank (Secretary,
Department of Commerce; oversaw
the dubious Leader v. Facebook
activities of the Patent Office
Director, David J. Kappos, who held
over one million dollars in Facebook
"dark pools" during the Leader v.
Facebook proceedings; Kappos
purchased this stock within weeks of
his surprise recess appointment by
President Obama; Kappos also was
formerly employed by IBM, who sold
Facebook 750 patents during the
Leader v. Facebook proceedings;
right before leaving the Patent
OFfice, Kappos also ordered an
unprecedented 3rd reexamination of
Leader's patent without even
identifying claims)
131. Mar y L. Schapir o (Chairman,
Securities & Exchange Commission;
holds 51 Facebook "dark pools"
stocks which held stock in Facebook,
Baidu and more than a dozen
Facebook crony companies; failed to
regulate the "dark pools;" failed to
disclose her substantial conflict of
interest in regulating the run up to
the Facebook IPO)
132. Rober t C. Hancock (Chief
Compliance Officer, Sands Capital
Management, LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth,
Baidu and Facebook during the
period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of
interest of Todd Y. Park, who was
appointed by President Obama to be
the U.S. Chief Technology Officer
during this same period; Todd Y.
Park is/has been founder, director
and CEO of both Athenahealth and
Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
deeply embedded the software from
Athenahealth and Castlight Health
into HealthCare.gov when he was
CTO at Health & Human Services;
none of these conflicts of interest
were disclosed; Todd Y. Park's ethics
pledges and reports are missing
from the Office of Government
Ethics)
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McMaster's time is running out. That's why Kelly is in. "We have enough generals in the West
Wing," plan to pin 4th star on HR is back on. 6:42 PM - Jul 28, 2017 98 98 Replies 628 628
Retweets 1,377 1,377 likes
McCabe is the swamp!
As TGP previously reported, Comey’s replacement as Acting FBI Head, Andrew McCabe, has
ties to the Hillary Clinton campaign. Left Wing online publication, Newsweek, is reported:
Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/07/boom-report-mcmaster-caught-privatelycommunicating-wh-internal-politics-deep-state-mccabe/

Reply

K. Craine

July 29, 2017 at 6:52 AM

Email comment by Joseph Farah:
Bob Unruh. (Jul. 29, 2017). 'OBAMA HOLDOVERS' IN D.C. SCRUBBING 'ISIS GENOCIDE AGAINST
CHRISTIANS' - Legal team preparing new court demands to "expose deep state operatives'
The Obama administration repeatedly fudged on the issue of Islam.
Barack Obama himself said Muslims were a key to the founding of the nation and after all,
the U.S. wasn’t a Christian nation.
Muslim advocates, including some fairly radical, were installed in influential positions in
Washington.
Never were the words “Muslim” and “terrorist” to be used together, it seemed.
Now, a report is confirming that those left in the government, and there are many, from
Obama’s tenure are busy trying to erase the references to ISIS’ “genocide” of Christians in
the Middle East.
It is the American Center for Law and Justice that is, well, a little upset.
“In a startling revelation, news is breaking this week that Obama holdovers within the State
Department are actively attempting to scrub its records to remove any mention of the ISIS
genocide against Christians,” the organization reported.
“This is outrageous and the ACLJ has had enough, so we are preparing a new set of
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests to find out why – and to expose deep state
operatives who would use the delay of confirming new State Department officials as cover
to strip legal protections from Christians facing genocide.”
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/07/obama-holdovers-in-d-c-scrubbing-isis-genocide-againstchristians/

Reply

K. Craine

July 29, 2017 at 6:57 AM

Email comment by Julian Assange:
UCL / Raytheon
19 July, 2017
Today, July 19th 2017, WikiLeaks publishes documents from the CIA contractor Raytheon
Blackbird Technologies for the "UMBRAGE Component Library" (UCL) project. The
documents were submitted to the CIA between November 21st, 2014 (just two weeks after
Raytheon acquired Blackbird Technologies to build a Cyber Powerhouse) and September
11th, 2015. They mostly contain Proof-of-Concept ideas and assessments for malware
attack vectors - partly based on public documents from security researchers and private
enterprises in the computer security field.
Raytheon Blackbird Technologies acted as a kind of "technology scout" for the Remote
Development Branch (RDB) of the CIA by analysing malware attacks in the wild and giving
recommendations to the CIA development teams for further investigation and PoC
development for their own malware projects.
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133. Jonathan Goodm an (Chief
Counsel, Sands Capital
Management, LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth,
Baidu and Facebook during the
period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of
interest of Todd Y. Park, who was
appointed by President Obama to be
the U.S. Chief Technology Officer
during this same period; Todd Y.
Park is/has been founder, director
and CEO of both Athenahealth and
Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
deeply embedded the software from
Athenahealth and Castlight Health
into HealthCare.gov when he was
CTO at Health & Human Services;
none of these conflicts of interest
were disclosed; Todd Y. Park's ethics
pledges and reports are missing
from the Office of Government
Ethics; Goodman was formerly
employed by Gibson Dunn LLP,
Facebook appeals counsel in Leader
v. Facebook)
134. Tr ip Adler ("Co-Founder" of
Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of
Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious
orgins story, like Zuckerberg's;
Scribd held AFI documents for two
years, then summarily deleted the
entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library
contained only public documents
and much evidence proving the
Leader v. Facebook judicial
corruption)
135. Jar ed Fr iedm an ("Co-Founder" of
Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of
Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious
orgins story, like Zuckerberg's;
Scribd held AFI documents for two
years, then summarily deleted the
entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library
contained only public documents
and much evidence proving the
Leader v. Facebook judicial
corruption)
136. Jeffr ey W adsw or th (CEO,
Battelle Memorial Institute;
President, Ohio State University
Board of Trustees; former Deputy
Director of Science & Technologies,
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, University of California
Board of Trustees)
137. Michael V. Dr ake (President, The
Ohio State University; former
Chancellor, University of California,
Irvine)
138. W oodr ow A. Myer s (Chief
Medical Officer, Wellpoint, Inc.;
formerly Corporate Operations
Officer, Anthem Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Indiana)
139. Alex R. Fischer (aka Alexander
Ross Fischer; Trustee, The Ohio
State University; former Sr. Vice
President, Battelle Memorial
Institute; Chairman, OmniViz;
married to Lori Barreras)
140. Chr is Glar os (author of the
discredited Waters Report re. The
Ohio State University Marching
Band; protege of Eric H. Holder, Jr.,
Professor James P. Chandler, III,
and Algernon L. Marbley)
141. Lor i B ar r er as (Commissioner,
Ohio Civil Rights Commission;
former Vice President of Human
Resources, The Ohio State
University; former Vice President,
Battelle Memorial Institute; married
to Alex R. Fischer)
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Full story:
https://wikileaks.org/vault7/#UCL / Raytheon

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

July 29, 2017 at 7:17 AM

See leaked Raytheon video from Nov. 16, 2010 that shows RAYTHEON RIOT
SOFTWARE USED TO TRACK USERS OF MULTIPLE SOCIAL PLATFORMS SEAMLESSLY.
Raytheon tried to get this video banned
Urch, Brian. (Nov. 16, 2010). Raytheon's Riot [Rapid Information Overlay
Technology] Program Mines Social Network Data Like a Google for Spies.
Raytheon (raw MP4 video); See also YouTube version.
See the RAYTHEON RIOT software demonstration here:
RAW FILE:
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2010-11-16-Raytheon-s-Riot-RapidInformation-Overlay-Technology-Program-Mines-Social-Network-Data-Like-aGoogle-for-Spies-Whistleblower-The-Guardian-Raytheon-Nov-16-2010.mp4

142. David Vau ghn (Criminal Attorney,
David Vaughn Consulting Group;
former Assistant U.S. Attorney;
appointed to the discredited Waters
Commission at Ohio State)
143. B etty Montgom er y (former Ohio
Attorney General; appointed to the
discredited Waters Commission at
Ohio State; accepted campaign
contributions from Woodrow A.
Myers, Wellpoint, Inc. and friend of
Michael V. Drake)
144. Joseph A. Steinm etz (Provost,
The Ohio State University; author of
Psychological Science article on
MOOC (Massive Open Online
Course) that triggered the discovery
of massive double-dealing and fraud
within the Ohio State trustees)

D. Facebook boypu ppets:
145. Mar k E. Zu cker ber g
146. Chr is Hu ghes
147. Du stin Moskow itz
148. Edu ar do Saver in
149. Matthew R. Cohler

YOUTUBE:
https://youtu.be/7mcVA_D3sAg
AFI. (Mar. 16, 2016). Obama nominates Spy State consiglieri to replace Justice
Scalia - Meet the 11 laywers who have stolen America's privacy...in the name of
'national security.'. Americans for Innovation.
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/03/obama-nomimates-spystate-consiglieri.html

150. Elon Mu sk

E. Cor r u ption W a tch
—Patent Office
Ju dges:
151. Ander son, Gr egg
152. B est, Geor ge
153. B onilla, Jackie W .
154. B ou cher , Patr ick
155. B r aden, Geor gianna W .
156. B r anch, Gene

Reply

157. B isk, Jennifer B r esson
158. B u i, Hu ng H.
K. Craine

July 30, 2017 at 7:29 AM

Email comment by DL:
Jack Posobiec @JackPosobiec:
Multiple Hill staffers confirm last night McCain was heard laughing w Dems and remarked,
"Lets see Donald make america great again now"
1:33 PM - 28 Jul 2017
Full tweet:

159. B u sch, Ju stin
160. Clem ents, Matt
161. Cr u m bley, K it
162. Dr oesch, K r isten
163. Ellu r u , Ram a
164. Fitzpatr ick, Michael
165. Ger stenblith, B ar t A.
166. Giannetti, Thom as L.
167. Gu est, Rae Lynn
168. Hastings, K ar en M.

https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/891033871181021184
Other coverage with [VIDEO] of the floor vote showing McCain give a theatrical thumbs
down to the glee of Senate Dems before he kibbutzs with Dems.
https://youtu.be/nc9ksHxrNNY

169. Hoff, Mar c
170. Hor ner , Linda
171. Hu ghes, Jam es R.
172. Hu m e, Lar r y
173. Jam es, Hou sel
174. Ju ng, Hu ng J.
175. K am holz, Scott
176. K atz, Debor ah

Reply

K. Craine

177. Lu cas, Jay
July 30, 2017 at 7:35 AM

Email comment by DL:
Warwick Ashford. (Jul. 28, 2017). CIA hacking tools for Mac OS and Linux exposed by
WikiLeaks. Computer Weekly.
WikiLeaks has exposed hacking tools targeting the Mac and Linux operating systems in the
latest of its series of leaks allegedly from the US Central Intelligence Agency

178. MacDonald, Allen R. (bio
unavailable) – Leader 3rd reexam
judge (bio and conflicts log
concealed by FOIA)
179. Mahaney, Alexandr a
180. Mar tin, B r ett
181. McK one, Dave
182. McNam ar a, B r ian
183. Medley, Sally
184. Moor e, B r yan
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A Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) project called “Imperial” included three hacking tools
for infiltrating the Mac and Linux operating systems, according to the latest “Vault 7” leaks.

185. Moor e, Jam es T – Leader 3rd
reexam judge (bio and conflicts log
concealed by FOIA)

Full story:

186. Mor gan, Jason V.

http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450423537/CIA-hacking-tools-for-Mac-OS-andLinux-exposed-by-WikiLeaks

188. Pak, Chu ng K .

187. Mor r ison, John
189. Per r y, Glenn J.
190. Petr avick, Mer edith C. (bio and
conflicts log concealed by FOIA) –
Leader 3rd reexam judge

Reply

191. Pettigr ew , Lynne
K. Craine

July 30, 2017 at 7:39 AM

Email comment by GH/AS:
SEND THIS ARTICLE TO ALL YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS IN LOCAL, CITY, STATE AND FEDERAL.
DEMAND THAT THEY GET OFF THEIR DUFFS AND FIX THIS FRAUD, OR START SUING THEM FOR
DERILICTION OF DUTY. IF WE DON'T HAVE AN HONEST VOTE, WE DON'T HAVE A REPUBLIC.
John Bowden. (Jul. 29, 2017). Hackers break into voting machines in 90 minutes at
competition. The Hill.
Want To Rig An Election? There's A Convention In Vegas For
Hackers at at a competition in Las Vegas were able to successfully breach the software of
U.S. voting machines in just 90 minutes on Friday, illuminating glaring security deficiencies
in America's election infrastructure.
Tech minds at the annual DEF CON in Las Vegas were given physical voting machines and
remote access, with the instructions of gaining access to the software.
According to a Register report, within minutes, hackers exposed glaring physical and
software vulnerabilities across multiple U.S. voting machine companies' products.
Some devices were found to have physical ports that could be used to attach devices
containing malicious software. Others had insecure Wi-Fi connections, or were running
outdated software with security vulnerabilities like Windows XP.
Full story

192. Pr aiss, Donna
193. Qu inn, Mir iam
194. Reim er s, Annette
195. Saindon, W illiam
196. Scanlon, Patr ick
197. Siu , Stephen C. – Leader 3rd
reexam judge (bio and conflicts log
concealed by FOIA)
198. Sm ith, Jam es Donald
199. Sm ith, Neil
200. Snedden, Sher idan
201. Song, Daniel
202. Spahn, Gay Ann
203. Str au ss, Mike
204. Tim m , Cather ine
205. W hite, Stacey
206. Zecher , Michael
Resear ch Tip:
Type any name or subject in the Google
search at the top of this webpage. That will
show you any relevant links within the sites
that we have been following and
investigating in the Leader v. Facebook
case. Vigilance everyone! Our American
Republic is at risk.

http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/344488-hackers-break-into-voting-machines-inminutes-at-hacking-competition

HOW TO FILE A FRAUD
COMPLAINT AGAINST A

Reply
Replies

UNIVERSITY

K. Craine

July 30, 2017 at 7:41 AM

Here's a TinyURL for the voting machine comment abo ve:
https://tinyurl.com/fix-voting-systems-now

Reply

The following universities were announced as
participants in Ohio State Provost Joseph A.
Steinmetz's corrupt MOOC education initiative
named "University Innovation Alliance" (UIA).
We have identified the instructions and online
forms you need to file a complaint with the
participants. MOOC stands for "Massive Open
Online Course."
You should complain about:

K. Craine

July 30, 2017 at 7:43 AM

Email comment by GH:
IT’S HAPPENING! HILLARY IS FINALLY GOING DOWN AFTER THE AMAZING THING THE GOP
JUST DID TO HER! The Next News Network.
Cristina Laila for the Gateway Pundit reports, Republicans on the House Judiciary
Committee have requested a second special counsel separate from Robert Mueller to probe
aspects of the 2016 election and actions by the Obama administration including Hillary
Clinton.
Full story[VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/P0CAGNLPkAU

(1) the intellectual property theft of social
networking source code from Leader
Technologies, Columbus, Ohio that is the
software engine running the UIA;
(2) the corruption at Ohio State University
and OSU's collusion with Battelle Memorial
Institute which helped steal the software
being used by UIA; and
(3) the mistreatement of OSU Marching Band
Director Jon Waters regarding fabricated Title
IX charges that were used to pave the way for
Steinmetz to announce UIA.
Universities pride themselves on protection of
intellectual property.

Reply

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html
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participate in this abuse of inventor
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K. Craine

July 30, 2017 at 8:13 AM

Email comment by GH:
New Zealand finally stopped being sheep who blindly follow the the rogue CIA. They stood
up for KIMDOTCOM's property rights.
The Five Eyes, often abbreviated as FVEY, is an intelligence alliance comprising Australia,
Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States.
Cyrus Farivar. (Jul. 29, 2017). Kim Dotcom set to receive seized funds, “4 containers full of
seized property” - Megupload founder adds he plans to move his family to Queenstown,
New Zealand.
Kim Dotcom is about to upgrade his lifestyle, and he plans to move from Auckland, New
Zealand to Queenstown, a city in the far south of the country, according to a few recent
tweets.
The Megaupload founder has been battling an American criminal copyright case from New
Zealand for years now, and so far he's successfully resisted extradition. Dotcom was also hit
with a civil forfeiture case filed by the Department of Justice, which was brought 18
months after the initial criminal charges. Prosecutors have sought to seize an extensive list
of assets, including millions of dollars in various seized bank accounts in Hong Kong and
New Zealand, multiple cars, four jet skis, the Dotcom mansion, several luxury cars, two
108-inch TVs, three 82-inch TVs, a $10,000 watch, and a photograph by Olaf Mueller worth
over $100,000.
Earlier this month, a New Zealand judge revealed that the country’s signals intelligence
agency, known as the Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB), illegally spied
on Dotcom for two months longer than previously admitted.
Earlier this week, Dotcom tweeted the following:
Full story:
https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2017/07/kim-dotcom-set-to-receive-seized-funds-4containers-full-of-seized-property/

July 30, 2017 at 8:16 AM

Email comment by GH/JP:
THE TRAITOR OBAMA IS ATTEMPTING TO RUN A SEDITIOUS PARALLEL GOVERNMENT
Joshua Caplan. (Jul. 29, 2017). REPORT: Obama Operating ‘Secret War Room’ 2 Miles From
WH To Destroy POTUS Trump (VIDEO). Gateway Pundit.
On Thursday, political pollster and one-time aide to former President Bill Clinton, Dick
Morris, revealed Barack Obama, along with a group of aides, have set up a ‘secret war
room’ tasked with stopping President Trump and his agenda.
Operating just two miles away from the White House, the war room holds two conference
calls daily to hash out media talking points, with a particular focus on health care.
Calls are held 8:30 am est and 9:45 am est. Kathleen Sebelius, former Health and Human
Services head and Andrew Slavitt, former head of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services are both active in the secret group.
Full story [VIDEO]:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/07/dick-morris-obama-operating-secret-warroom-two-miles-wh-destroy-potus-trump-video/

Reply

K. Craine

1. ARIZONA
Arizona State University
https://www.azag.gov/consumer/procedure
https://www.azag.gov/complaints/consumer
2. CALIFORNIA
University of California Riverside
California State System (observer)
http://www.oig.ca.gov/
http://www.oig.ca.gov/pages/about-us/howto-file-a-complaint.php
http://www.oig.ca.gov/pages/aboutus/complaint-form.php
3. FLORIDA
University of Central Florida
http://www.floridaoig.com/
http://www.fldoe.org/ig/complaint.asp
http://app1.fldoe.org/IGComplaint/Complain
tForm.aspx
4. GEORGIA
Oregon State University
http://oig.georgia.gov/
http://oig.georgia.gov/file-complaint
5. INDIANA
Purdue University
http://www.in.gov/ig/2330.htm
6. IOWA
Iowa State University
http://www.state.ia.us/government/ag/file_
complaint/online_2.html

Reply

K. Craine

copyrights, patents and trade secrets by The
Ohio State Trustees and Administration. If
these universities participate knowingly with
Ohio State in its theft of intellectual
property, then they are aiding and abetting
the theft of intellectual property on a
"massive" scale... Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) also known as The Eclipse
Foundation.

July 30, 2017 at 8:18 AM

Email comment by CM/GH:
Aleen Realmuto. (Jun. 21, 2017). BUSTED: Comey Received MILLIONS From Clinton
Foundation – His Brother’s Law Firm Does Clinton’s Taxes (Video). Truth Uncensored.

7. MICHIGAN
Michigan State University
http://www.mfia.state.mi.us/OIG/SubmitCo
mplaint.aspx?ComplaintMode=client
8. OHIO
The Ohio State University
http://watchdog.ohio.gov/FileaComplaint.as
px
9. ORGEON
Oregon State University
https://justice.oregon.gov/forms/consumer_
complaint.asp
https://justice.oregon.gov/consumercomplai
nts/
10. KANSAS
The University of Kansas
http://www.fraudguides.com/report/kansas.
asp
https://ag.ks.gov/about-the-office/contactus/email-us
https://ag.ks.gov/about-the-office/contactus/file-a-complaint/koma-kora-investigationrequest
11. TEXAS
The University of Texas
http://www.tdcj.state.tx.us/divisions/oig/oi
g_fraud.html
https://sao.fraud.state.tx.us/Hotline.aspx
Let's make sure that the "University
Innovation Alliance (UIA)" and "Massive Open
Online Course" MOOC never get off the ground
due to their corrupt foundations.

Former FBI Director James Comey testified under oath at a hearing before Congress that
the FBI’s investigation into Hillary Clinton’s use of a private email server, which she used to
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send and receive ‘top secret’ emails, did not warrant pressing criminal charges against her.
In essence, he said, not only was Hillary not smart enough, or qualified, to know that using
an unsecured email server put our nations security at risk, but she was incapable of
determining what was top secret material was.

RESOURCE:
http://inspectorsgeneral.org/directory-ofstate-and-local-government-oversightagencies/

The truth is, that James Comey did not recommend federal charges against Hillary Clinton,
in part, because he is connected to the Clinton Foundation through the Swiss bank HSBC.

REAL NEWS LINKS

More than 200 republicans sent a letter demanding to know why he didn’t recommend
federal charges against Hillary Clinton over her use of private email servers.

Bookmark: #real-news

Clinton “clearly placed our nation’s secrets in peril,” the letter states. “No one is above
the law, and the American people deserve a more robust explanation for your decision to
not recommend criminal charges.”
According to Mini Planet, a review of FBI Director James Comey’s professional history and
relationships shows that the Obama cabinet leader — now under fire for his handling of the
investigation of Hillary Clinton — is deeply entrenched in the big-money cronyism culture of
Washington, D.C. His personal and professional relationships — all undisclosed as he
announced the Bureau would not prosecute Clinton — reinforce bipartisan concerns that he
may have politicized the criminal probe.

1. 12160.info - Resisting the New World
Order
2. 1791L
3. Abby Martin (The Empire Files)
4. Alex Jones, InfoWars
5. America Talks (David Zublick)
6. American Intelligence Media (AIM)
7. Americans for Innovation (AFI)
8. American Thinker
9. Ann Coulter

Full story:
http://truthuncensored.net/busted-comey-received-millions-clinton-foundation-brotherslaw-firm-clintons-taxes-video/

10. Anthony Gucciardi
11. Before It's News
12. Bill Still
13. Bob Dylan's Plagarism of James
Damiano

Reply

14. Breitbart
15. Catherine Austin Fitts (Solari.com)

K. Craine

July 30, 2017 at 8:20 AM

Email comment by GH/HH

16. Center for Public Integrity
17. Cernovich, Mike (Danger & Play)
18. Center for Self Governance

Luke Rosiak. (Feb. 20, 2017). EXCLUSIVE: House Dem IT Guys In Security Probe Secretly
Took $100K In Iraqi Money. The Daily Caller.

19. Charles Benninghoff / Pray For Us

Rogue congressional staffers took $100,000 from an Iraqi politician while they had
administrator-level access to the House of Representatives’ computer network, according
to court documents examined by The Daily Caller News Foundation’s Investigative Group.

21. Conservative Patriot Blog

The money was a loan from Dr. Ali al-Attar, an Iraqi political figure, and was funneled
through a company with “impossible”-to-decipher financial transactions that the
congressional information technology (IT) staffers controlled.

24. Culture Shock News

Imran Awan, ringleader of the group that includes his brothers Abid and Jamal, has
provided IT services since 2005 for Florida Democrat Rep. Debbie Wasserman Schultz, the
former Democratic National Committee (DNC) chairwoman. The brothers are from Pakistan.

27. Danger & Play (Mike Cernovich)

Full story:

30. David Knight (Libertytarian)

http://dailycaller.com/2017/02/20/exclusive-house-dem-it-guys-in-security-probe-secretlytook-100k-in-iraqi-money/?utm_source=site-share

20. Conservative Daily Post
22. Conservative Tribune
23. Counterpunch
25. Daily Caller
26. Daily Wire
28. David Horowitz Freedom Center
29. Dark Journalist
31. David Seaman
32. David Vose
33. David Zublick (America Talks)
34. Deeper Than Drudge
35. Diplopundit

Reply

36. Discover The Networks / David
Horowitz
K. Craine

July 30, 2017 at 8:24 AM

Email comment by Alex Jones:

37. Doomsday Doug
38. Drudge Report
39. Ed Magedson

The Hill. (Jul. 30, 2017). TRUMP THREATENS TO END OBAMACARE PAYMENTS UNLESS REPEAL
PASSES - “BAILOUTS for Insurance Companies and BAILOUTS for Members of Congress will
end very soon!” Infowars.
President Trump on Saturday threatened to end key payments to insurance companies made
under Obamacare if a repeal and replace bill is not passed.
“After seven years of ‘talking’ Repeal & Replace, the people of our great country are still
being forced to live with imploding ObamaCare!” the president wrote in a tweet.
“If a new HealthCare Bill is not approved quickly, BAILOUTS for Insurance Companies and
BAILOUTS for Members of Congress will end very soon!” he added.

40. Empire Files (Abby Martin)
41. En-Volve Conservative News
42. ExposeFacts.org (William Binney)
43. Faith Happens
44. FEDERICO InspoNews (Frederico
Cardella)
45. Free Our Internet
46. Free Thought Project (The)
47. FreedomWatch / Larry Klayman
48. Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson
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Full story:

49. Gateway Pundit (The)

https://www.infowars.com/trump-threatens-to-end-obamacare-payments-unless-repealpasses/

50. GeoEngineering Watch
51. Georgia! KSCO
52. Gerald Celente / Trends Research
53. Global Freedom Movement

Reply

54. Gorilla Mindset by Mike Cernovich
55. Government Gone Wild

K. Craine

July 30, 2017 at 8:26 AM

Email comment by Alex Jones:

56. Glomar Disclosure
57. H.A. Goodman
58. Hagmann Report

Alex Jones. (Jul. 28, 2017). VIDEO: Infowars Host Roger Stone Predicted That Gen Kelly
Would Replace Reince Priebus. Infowars.

59. HANG THE BANKERS

On Tuesday July 25th Roger Stone broke information from his insider sources on who would
replace Reince Priebus as White House Chief of Staff. Help us spread the word about the
liberty movement, we're reaching millions help us reach millions more.

61. Horowitz (David) Freedom Center

Full story[VIDEO]:

64. Intrepid Report

https://youtu.be/SokHqLnDxa4

60. HORN NEWS
62. Howard Nema (Truth Talk News)
63. InfoWars, Alex Jones
65. Intercept (The)
66. International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists (ICIJ)
67. Innovation Alliance

Reply

68. James Wesley Rawles (SurvivalBlog)
69. Joel M. Skousen / World Affairs Brief

K. Craine

July 30, 2017 at 8:29 AM

Email comment by Alex Jones:

70. Judicial Watch
71. Julian Assange (WikiLeaks)
72. Kaya Jones

Alex Jones. (Jul. 30, 2017). SPIES WHO TRANSFERRED NUKES TO NORTH KOREA DISCOVERED
- Jones reports from missile base tasked with protecting US mainland. Infowars.

73. Larry Elder

Alex Jones breaks down the North Korea Missile strike and the impact on the US.

75. Laura Ingraham

74. Larry C. Johnson (No Quarter)
76. Lawless America

Full story:

77. LawNewz

https://www.infowars.com/spies-who-transferred-nukes-to-north-korea-discovered/

78. Lee Stranahan
79. Lew Rockwell
80. Liberty Headlines

Reply

81. Liberty Writers News
82. Libertytarian) (David Knight

K. Craine

July 31, 2017 at 6:55 AM

Email comment by JC:

83. LifeZette (Laura Ingraham)
84. Lionel Nation / Media
85. Lisa Haven News

Jerry Cave. (Jul. 29, 2017). Scaramucci Was Brought in to Drain the Swamp. Accuracy in
Media (AIM.)

86. Mark Dice

Over the course of the last week, White House Communications Director Anthony
Scaramucci railroaded Chief of Staff Reince Priebus out of his job for allegedly leaking. He
tweeted Priebus’ name in a threat to investigate the latest White House leak. He gave a
couple of interviews that made it clear he thought Priebus was leaking and needed to go.
And, voila, on Friday, Priebus was gone.

88. Matt Drudge / Drudge Report

If you work in the White House and do not have the message yet, Scary Mucho is there to
scare people straight on the issue of leaking. And he is not messing around.
He is sending a message to the staff that none are above suspicion or scrutiny. This is not
the Obama Justice Department, where anything went, nor the Hillary Clinton State
Department, where bribes and lawlessness reigned. It’s illegal to leak, and if you do so
from the Trump White House now, you will be gone…no matter who you are.
Scaramucci is not in Washington to make friends. He is here to clean up the operations of
the White House and clean out those who are not on the president’s side.
He correctly identified Priebus as a leaker and as someone who did not support the
candidate and brought people into the White House who also were neverTrumpers. Those
people are now on the shortest of leashes.
He’s treating the White House like a corporate C-ring. That means real accountability in
real time. Corporations fire faster because they have a lower tolerance for losing. They fire
warning shots across the bow to give employees a chance to fix problems before they result
in bottom line losses or dismissals of them and their CEOs.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/07/leader-technologies-files-trillion.html

87. Marshall Report (The)
89. Middle East Eye
90. Mike Cernovich (Danger & Play)
91. Milo Yiannopoulos
92. Muckrock
93. Newswars.com
94. No More Games (Morgan Reynolds)
95. No Quarter (Larry C. Johnson)
96. Occupy Peace
97. Open Mind
98. Pat Dollard - The War Starts Here!
99. Paul Joseph Watson
100. Peter Schiff
101. PJ Media
102. PoliZette
103. PragerU
104. Charles Benninghoff / Pray For Us
105. Prison Planet Live
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Full story:
http://www.aim.org/guest-column/scaramucci-was-brought-in-to-drain-the-swamp/

106. Public Intelligence Blog (Robert David
Steele)
107. Rebel Media
108. Right Side Broadcasting
109. Right Wing News (John Hawkins)

Reply

110. Ripoff Report
111. Robert David Steele
K. Craine

July 31, 2017 at 8:07 AM

Email comment by JM:
Private Property and Privacy are the 'Rights of Man'
The Deep State created “The Internet of Things” industry as a global spy machine. This
theft is arguably the greatest financial crime in history, and has been valued by Wall Street
currently at approximately $2.9 trillion and climbing. The abuses of the Bill of Rights are
equally significant. The 'Deep State' is defined as a 'rogue group from the C*A, whose
loyalties are to the 'globalists' seated in every political party in America...simply choose
one, and there is a role for a globalist in 'the party'. The American people are the victims,
as well as the current POTUS, who is being cornered and delayed by the 'Deep State' at
every turn. "The Internet of Things" was never intended to be used in the current manner.
"We The People" can change this by demanding that the original 'blocks' and 'encryption' be
part of the "Internet" where people and businesses 'choose' what to share and what not to
share....with anyone...especially 'government'. It is possible for this to be accomplished.
American's are not stuck in this paradigm, but people have to be aware that they are not
safe nor respected regarding their 'personal effects, property, or affairs under the current
'Internet of Things'.

112. Roger Stone, Stone Cold Truth
113. ROOT for America (Wayne Allyn Root)
114. Sargon of Akkad
115. Save The American Inventor
116. SGTReport
117. Sharyl Attkisson
118. Solari.com (Catherine Austin Fitts)
119. State of The Nation (SOTN)
120. Stefan Molyneux
121. StevenCrowder
122. Steve Pieczenik
123. Stone Cold Truth, Roger Stone
124. SurvivalBlog (James Wesley Rawles)
125. The Daily Caller
126. The Free Thought Project
127. The Gateway Pundit

Reply

128. The HORN NEWS

K. Craine

129. The Intercept (Note: Most writers are
fair; but some are unalloyed fake
news leftists)

July 31, 2017 at 8:33 AM

Email comment by JC:
Daily Telegraph. (Jul. 31, 2017). WIKILEAKS PUBLISHES 21,000 MACRON CAMPAIGN EMAILS Leak includes 50,000 more unverified emails. Infowars.
More than 20,000 emails from Emmanuel Macron’s presidential campaign have been
published by Wikileaks.

130. The Larry Elder Show
131. The Marshall Report
132. The Stone Zone
133. The Watchman's Report
134. Trends Research / Gerald Celente
135. Val Stillwell

The whistleblowing website released the trove of leaked emails on Monday as a searchable
archive. It comes almost three months after the Macron campaign was hacked on the eve of
his election.
WikiLeaks ✔ @wikileaks
RELEASE: 21,075 verified searchable emails from the campaign of President Macron
#MacronEmails #MacronLeaks https://wikileaks.org/macron-emails/
6:37 AM - Jul 31, 2017 147 147 Replies 1,347 1,347 Retweets 1,264 1,264 likes
Wikileaks, best known for publishing huge stores of US spy agency records, said the emails
date between March 2009 and April 24 2017.
The organisation said it had confirmed the 21,075 emails were sent or received by
addresses associated with the campaign by checking the “domain keys” used to sign emails.
It published a further 50,773 emails it could not verify.
In total, the leak includes 71,848 emails, 26,506 attachments and 4,493 unique senders.
Full story:

136. Veterans Today (VT)
137. Vets For Child Rescue
138. Vidme
139. Washington Examiner
140. Wayne Madsen Report
141. WND (WorldNetDaily)
142. Whatever Happened to Common Sense
143. WikiLeaks (Julian Assange)
144. William Binney (ExposeFacts.org)
145. We Are Change
146. West New Jersey Tea Party
147. Western Journalism
148. World Affairs Brief / Joel M. Skousen
149. Your Voice Radio

https://www.infowars.com/wikileaks-publishes-21000-macron-campaign-emails/

150. ZeroHedge

Reply

K. Craine

August 1, 2017 at 2:54 PM

Email comment by the Rat Pack:
#ImranAwan was with #SethRich just hours before he was murdered. A tsunami is about to
hit @TheDemocrats @DNC @DWStweets @HillaryClinton
Full tweet:
https://twitter.com/JulianAssange
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Reply
Replies
K. Craine

August 2, 2017 at 6:01 AM

Email comment by DL:
Morgan Liddick. (Jul. 31, 2017). OPINION: What is Wasserman-Schultz hiding?
The News Virginian.
Imran Awan was arrested at Dulles airport last Tuesday while trying to flee the
country for his native Pakistan. His two brothers, wife, children and several
other family members had already fled.
When his arrest became known prominent Democrats, led by former Democratic
National Committee Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman-Schultz raised the hue and
cry of “Islamophobia,” excoriating the Feds for their biases. Sorry. Not this time.
Awan is a prime target of investigations led by the Capitol Police. He and other
family members were employed by Wasserman-Schultz and other Democrats for
years, at high rates of pay, as IT technicians in both congressional and party
offices – but staffers said they were “hardly ever seen,” and what they actually
did was a bit of a mystery.
Was the Awan crime family engaged in anything besides the time-honored
traditions of featherbedding and kickbacks, through which public monies are
channeled to a favored few in return for “considerations” given to their
paymasters? Probably.
Full story:
http://www.dailyprogress.com/newsvirginian/opinion/guest_columnists/opinion
-what-is-wasserman-schultz-hiding/article_828f8252-7655-11e7-8856cb8f3cab8f8b.html

Reply

K. Craine

August 2, 2017 at 5:52 AM

Email comment by Sharyl Attkisson:
Sharyl Attkisson. (Aug. 01, 2017). NEW: Attkisson v. DOJ: The Computer Intrusion Lawsuit
against the Federal Govt. Full Measure.
It “is not a mistake; it is not a random event; and it is not technically possible for these IP
addresses to simply appear on her computer systems without activity by someone using
them as part of the cyber-attack.” –David Scantling, cyber-security expert.
I’m frequently asked about the status of my lawsuit against the U.S. Department of Justice
over the secret, unlawful intrusions into my computers, exposed in 2013. As my federal
case moves slowly through court system, there is a new development: ongoing forensic
work of my computer laptop system has revealed a second government Internet Protocol
(IP) address used in the illegal cyber-attacks on my computer laptop system.
The IP addresses don’t belong there.
In a new affidavit filed in federal court last week, cyber-security expert David Scantling
states, “[T]he presence of these USPS addresses on [Attkisson’s] computer is not a mistake;
it is not a random event; and it is not technically possible for these IP addresses to simply
appear on her computer systems without activity by someone using them as part of the
cyber-attack.”
Scantling served as a contractor for the National Security Agency (NSA), the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA), and as a Department of Defense (DoD) civilian employee. He’s
familiar with “Advanced Persistent Threat” (“APT”) cyber-attacks. In fact, he developed
and deployed similar APT cyber-attacks against foreign government, commercial, insurgent
and terrorist targets. He also developed and deployed cyber-security countermeasures in
the private sector to defend against such attacks.
Full story:
https://sharylattkisson.com/new-attkisson-v-doj-the-computer-intrusion-lawsuit-againstthe-federal-govt/
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Reply

K. Craine

August 2, 2017 at 5:53 AM

Email comment by Sharyl Attkisson:
Sharyle Attkisson. (Aug. 01, 2017). The Immaculate Corruption: Bankers Gone Bad. Full
Measure.
It’s the maddening story behind the story of the mortgage crisis: how a Citibank executive
who blew the whistle says his information was minimized by some of the very investigators
who were supposed to unearth the truth. We now have documentary evidence that was
sealed for years.
My Full Measure story is here:
http://fullmeasure.news/news/politics/bankers-gone-bad

Reply

K. Craine

August 2, 2017 at 5:56 AM

Email comment by GH:
Paul Joseph Watson. (Aug. 01, 2017). ROGER STONE: SETH RICH WAS PARTYING WITH IMRAN
AWAN ON THE NIGHT OF HIS MURDER - Trump confidante claims link between DNC staffer’s
death and disgraced Wasserman Schultz aide. Infowars.
According to Trump confidante Roger Stone, disgraced Debbie Wasserman Schultz aide
Imran Awan was with former DNC staffer Seth Rich on the night of his murder.
Rich was murdered in an upscale area of Washington DC on July 10 last year but the killer
or killers did not steal anything from the victim, rendering the police’s explanation that the
incident was a robbery gone wrong doubtful.
Infowars reported on the questions surrounding Seth Rich’s murder multiple times back in
August last year, including how there was around an hour and a half of “unaccounted for”
time between Rich leaving a bar and being killed.
Brad Bauman, a crisis communications manager for the Democratic Party, was hired by
Rich’s family to act as their spokesman.
Bauman’s first action was to insist that people stop questioning the unsolved circumstances
behind Rich’s murder.
Full story
https://www.infowars.com/roger-stone-seth-rich-was-partying-with-imran-awan-on-thenight-of-his-murder/

Reply

K. Craine

August 2, 2017 at 5:59 AM

Email comment by Alex Jones:
Alex Jones. (Aug. 01, 2017). DNC IS SURROUNDED BY CORRUPTION, MYSTERY AND MURDER The Democrats have been overtaken by globalists. Infowars.
Roger Stone joins Alex Jones live via Skype to discuss the corruption behind the DNC and
new revelations about Seth Rich’s murder, Imran Awan’s foreign ties and Debbie Wasserman
Schultz.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/dnc-is-surrounded-by-corruption-mystery-and-murder/

Reply
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K. Craine

August 2, 2017 at 6:04 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
Ron Johnson. (Aug. 01, 2017). BREAKING: CONGRESS DEMANDS THE ARREST OF HILLARY
CLINTON. Stranger Than Fiction News.
Congress wants to send Hillary to prison so bad it will make you smile....
Full [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/lAVaK5cdUxE

Reply

K. Craine

August 2, 2017 at 6:59 AM

[EDITOR: THIS ARTICLE MENTIONS DROP BOX. AHHHM, DROP BOX WAS FUNDED BY GOLDMAN
SACHS, JPMORGAN, ACCEP PARTNERS, BLACKROCK, DEUTSCHE BANK, BANK OF AMERICA, OR
SHOULD WE SAY ... C.I.A. ($607 MILLION).]
MY DOG COULD START A COMPANY WITH THAT MUCH FUNNY MONEY.
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/dropbox
Email comment by PJW:
The mainstream media is completely blacklisting any mention of the bombshell revelations
by investigative reporter Seymour Hersh about murdered DNC staffer Seth Rich, in which
Hersh explained how Rich was Wikileaks’ source for the DNC leak and how the “Russian
hacking” story was completely concocted by former CIA director John Brennan.
In an audio tape obtained by Big League Politics, Hersh says he saw an FBI report leaked to
him by an insider which confirms that Rich had contacted Wikileaks with sample emails
from the DNC leak and asked for payment for the full data dump.
“All I know is that he offered a sample, an extensive sample, I’m sure dozens of emails,
and said ‘I want money.’ Later, WikiLeaks did get the password, he had a DropBox, a
protected DropBox,” he said. They got access to the DropBox,” added Hersh.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/media-completely-ignores-bombshell-seymour-hershrevelations-on-seth-rich/

Reply

K. Craine

August 2, 2017 at 12:40 PM

Email comment by TEX:
If these were Republican scandals, they would consume the news cycle.
Michael Sainato of The Observer has done a superb job of accumulating all the scandals
currently roiling the Democrat Party. Well, not really roiling, because as we all know our
objective, unbiased, and not-at-all-leftwing media is covering up every single one of these
jaw-dropping scandals. Smothering them to death. Burying them. In other words, thanks to
our media, Democrats, the true Russian colluders (more on this below) are getting away
with everything but murder.
So, with another word of thanks to The Observer for reminding us of these 17 scandals (I
added the last two), here they broken down into a handy-dandy list.
1. Debbie Wasserman Schultz and the Shady IT Guy
While she was head of the Democrat National Committee (DNC), and until last week when
he was detained by the FBI after attempting to flee the country, sitting Congresswoman
Debbie Wasserman Schultz employed an IT aide named Imran Awan, who is under criminal
investigation for all sorts of financial and intelligence crimes. There are reports of him
destroying hard drives sought by the FBI, and worse, there are reports he hid a laptop
computer in a crevice somewhere in the congressional office building, which, until recently,
Wasserman Schultz refused to give investigators access to.
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Incredibly, Awan worked for a whole host of Democrats, but for some bizarre reason
Wasserman Schultz did not fire him until last week when he attempted to flee justice.
Other than the usual reasons, the MSM is terrified of this story because Awan's access to all
computer things Democrat might prove to be the source of the email hacks that the MSM is
desperate to pin on Trump via Russia via WikiLeaks.
2. Democrat Mayors Charged with Pay-to-Play
In the great state of Pennsylvania, two former Democrat mayors were indicted on July 26
by the FBI for pay-to-play. This is the first you've heard of it because the national media is
covering this story up.
Oh, and you also haven't heard of Philadelphia District Attorney Seth Williams, who is
currently under investigation for $160,000 in gifts that went unreported.
3. Democrat Faces Bribery Charge
Sitting Congressman Robert Brady is currently under FBI investigation for allegedly paying a
challenger $90,000 to drop out of the Democrat primary.
4. Democrat Sent to Prison for Racketeering
Just 6 months ago, longtime Democrat Congressman Chaka Fattah began a 10-year prison
sentence for racketeering.
5. Democrat Accused of Having Sex with Children
Ed Murray, the sitting mayor of Seattle, ended his campaign for a second term in May after
allegations surfaced of child sexual abuse.
6. Corruption Scandal at the Democrat National Committee
As WikiLeaks proved, the DNC rigged the primary against Bernie Sanders in favor of Hillary
Clinton. Due to a class action suit the media does not want you to know about, the scandal
is not only ongoing, the discovery phase could be a goldmine — you know, for anyone
interested in political corruption.
7. Democrat National Committee Sued for Unpaid Wages
Another class action lawsuit filed against the DNC involves campaign workers who claim
they were screwed out of overtime pay even as millions in bonuses were handed out to
bigwigs.
8. Democrat's Phony Charity Conviction
Just two months ago Corinne Brown, a congresswoman since 1993, was convicted of
pocketing hundreds of thousands of dollars through a phony charity.
9. Democrat Billionaire Steals Party Chairmanship
This is one of the sleaziest things you will ever read.
10. Sitting Democrat U.S. Senator Heads to Trial for Bribery
Just two months ago sitting United States Senator Bob Menendez exhausted his final appeal
in the Supreme Court. In September, he will go to trial for bribery charges. This is a sitting
U.S. Senator. Moreover, this is a sitting U.S. Senator from a major media zone — New
Jersey.
But we all know is that Chris Christie went to the beach.
***END, TEX, PART I***
Reply
Replies
K. Craine

August 2, 2017 at 12:42 PM

***BEGIN, TEX, PART II***
11. Democrat Mayoral Cover-Up In Chicago
Another high-profile Democrat in a major media zone is benefitting from a
national media cover-up. Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel not only buried video of
a police shooting in 2015, his biggest union supporter — a major Democrat player
— was just indicted (two weeks ago) for extortion.
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12. Democrat Faces Corruption Charges In New York
In another major media market, a former Assembly Speaker is being tried for
corruption.
13. Aides to New York Governor Andrew Cuomo Charged with Corruption
Like Chris Christie, Andrew Cuomo is the governor of a major state who is
considering a presidential run. Like Chris Christie and Bridgegate, a number of
Cuomo's aides have been indicted for numerous charges of corruption.
Unlike Chris Christie and Bridgegate, which was a major national story for over a
year, we are hearing almost zippo from the MSM about Cuomo's ethical troubles,
and his ethical troubles do not end there.
14. New York Governor Cuomo Diverts Emergency Funds to 'Pet Projects'
Democrats sure got it good.
***END, TEX comment, Part II***

K. Craine

August 2, 2017 at 12:43 PM

***BEGIN, TEX comment, Part III***
15. Former Democrat Congressman Pleads Guilty To Underage Sexting
Just two months ago, Anthony Weiner, who is not only a former New York
Democrat Congressman but is also married to Hillary Clinton's top aide, Huma
Abedin, pleaded guilty to sexting with a 15 -year-old girl. Former President Bill
Clinton resided over the wedding of Anthony and Huma, and now Anthony will
have to register as a sex offender for the rest of his sick life. Oh, and thousands
of Hillary's government emails were found on Wiener's laptop.
CNN is asking the media to stop talking about Anthony Weiner.
16. Charges of Democrat Vote Fraud in California
Over 300 votes cast to elect a Democrat Party Chair were fraudulent, according
to a review board. A lawsuit is probably on the way in an election decided by
just 62 votes.
17. Money Laundering Through Gov. Jerry Brown's Campaign
The corruption is just not the money laundering but also the punishment meted
out — a $3500 fine and a warning letter to Governor Brown.
Have I mentioned how good Democrats got it?
18. Obama Administration Wiretaps Trump Through MASSIVE Unmasking
In order to wiretap Trump and his campaign, the Obama Administration
wiretapped foreign officials and then unmasked the names of the Trump officials
they spoke with, something that is highly unethical and almost certainly illegal.
Using national security to a political end is simply beyond the beyond. Moreover,
much of this highly classified information was then leaked to a willing media,
also for partisan political purposes.
19. Infamous Trump Dossier Fabricated By Company That Does Business With
Russian Government
Well, well, well…
While there is zero proof of any collusion between the Russian government and
the Trump campaign, there is now no question that Fusion GPS, the firm behind
the thoroughly-discredited "Trump Dossier," has done business with and for the
Russian government. There are now claims from numerous sources that the
"Trump Dossier" was created on behalf of the Russian government, which, if
true, means that those most responsible for making the Dossier public — Senator
John McCain, CNN's Jake Tapper, BuzzFeed's Ben Smith — are either colluding
with Russians, i.e., knowingly spreading Putin's lies to disrupt our government,
or Russian stooges.
According to the Daily Caller, this is also true for much of the rest of the media.
To cover up the fact that the media and Democrats appear to have been
colluding with the Russians as a means to destroy Trump, Democrats are
aggressively trying to kill further congressional inquiry.
NOTE: Yes, the American media does pretty much cover everything. So, yes, if
you look hard enough you might find something about these scandals at CNN or
The Washington Post. But let's not hide behind hyper-literalism. Just because the
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MSM can point to a particular write-up, this does not mean the story has gotten
any of the traction or attention it deserves. The MSM writes these placeholder
pieces only as a means of defense when accused of a cover-up, when we all
know that if these were Republican scandals, the MSM stories surrounding them
would not be published, buried and ignored — rather, they would consume the
news cycle.
By John Nolte on Twitter @NolteNC.

K. Craine

August 2, 2017 at 12:45 PM

HERE'S a TINYURL for the TEX comment above:
https://tinyurl.com/19-dem-scandals
Spread the word!

Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2017 at 6:04 AM

Email comment by GH:
Investigative Bureau. (Aug. 02, 2017). EXCLUSIVE: In March, Comey and McCabe Blocked the
Arrest of Imran Awan’s Wife As She Was Fleeing the Country to Pakistan. True Pundit.
Alvi Awan was suspected of helping swindle $283,000 from banks and was busted carrying
over $12,400 in undocumented cash when the FBI caught up with her at Dulles International
Airport in March.
But incredibly Awan — the wife of Imran Awan, the IT specialist and con man employed by
Democratic Rep. Debbie Wasserman Schultz, who was arrested last week for bank fraud —
was never detained or forced to stay in the United States. Her arrest in fact was blocked by
then-FBI Director James Comey and then-Deputy Director Andrew McCabe, FBI sources said.
So federal agents and Capitol Police watched as the former Democratic congressional aide
and suspected bank fraudster stepped onto Qatar Air1ines Flight 708 to Doha, Qatar, on her
way to Lahore, Pakistan with her three daughters, bulging luggage and $12,400 in
undocumented cash — a federal crime in itself. Awan had essentially been given a license
to disappear from the clutches of US law enforcement, never likely to return to the United
States. She was in the wind, courtesy of the FBI.
Full story:
http://truepundit.com/exclusive-in-march-comey-and-mccabe-blocked-the-arrest-ofimram-awans-wife-as-she-was-fleeing-the-country-to-pakistan/

Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2017 at 6:09 AM

Email comment by GH:
Jonah Bennett. (Aug. 02, 2017). NSC Staffer Fired After Memo Alleging Globalists, Islamists
Are Trying To Take Down Trump. The Daily Caller.
National Security Council staffer Rich Higgins was fired in July after issuing a memo in
which he argued globalists and Islamists are attempting to derail President Donald Trump’s
agenda.
Former Pentagon official Rich Higgins served as director for strategic planning at the NSC,
but was let go after he wrote a memo detailing threats to Trump’s presidency specifically
stemming from groups like globalists, bankers, Islamists and the deep state, The Atlantic
reports.
The memo, written in May and reviewed by The Atlantic, states “Globalists and Islamists
recognize that for their visions to succeed, America, both as an ideal and as a national and
political identity, must be destroyed.”
It further goes on to argue that similar interests between the two groups has prompted
“Islamists [to] ally with cultural Marxists because, as far back as the 1980s, they properly
assessed that the left has a strong chance of reducing Western civilization to its benefit.”
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Full story:
http://dailycaller.com/2017/08/02/nsc-staffer-fired-after-memo-alleging-globalistsislamists-are-trying-to-take-down-trump/

Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2017 at 6:56 AM

Email comment by DL:
Jack Crowe. (Aug. 02, 2017). Huma Abedin’s Emails Provide Further Evidence Of Clinton Pay
For Play Scandal. Daily Caller.
Former Hillary Clinton aide Huma Abedin used her personal email account to transmit
classified documents and coordinate favors for Clinton donors, according to emails obtained
by Judicial Watch Wednesday.
Judicial Watch obtained the documents as part of a lawsuit filed after the State
Department failed to respond to a March 2015 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request.
The newly-obtained documents include 91 Clinton email exchanges that were not turned
over to the State Department, contradicting Clinton’s claim that, “as far as she knew,” she
had turned over all of her government emails.
The emails reveal multiple instances in which Abedin used her personal account to send and
receive classified documents as well as arrange personal favors for Clinton donors and
political allies on former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s behalf.
Full story:
http://dailycaller.com/2017/08/02/huma-abedins-emails-provide-further-evidence-ofclinton-pay-for-play-scandal/

Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2017 at 7:00 AM

Email comment by Alex Jones:
RT. (Aug. 03, 2017). WIKILEAKS REVEALS CIA SYSTEM TO TAKE OVER WEBCAMS,
MICROPHONES - Latest installment in Vault 7 series unmasks project Dumbo. Infowars.
Details of the CIA’s Dumbo project, a system that manipulates devices such as webcams and
microphones on Microsoft Windows-operating systems, have been published by WikiLeaks.
The program also corrupts video recordings, according to the leaked documents.
The whistleblowing organization released the files as part of its Vault 7 series on the CIA’s
hacking capabilities.
According to Wikileaks, the technology is intended for use where the deployment of a
special branch within the CIA’s Center for Cyber Intelligence could be compromised.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/wikileaks-reveals-cia-system-to-take-over-webcamsmicrophones/

Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2017 at 1:01 PM

Email comment by Alex Jones:
Alex Jones. (Aug. 03, 2017). OBAMA’S MINISTRY OF TRUTH PUSHING FOR COMPLETE
CENSORSHIP OF INTERNET - Freedom of speech online is being attacked at record levels.
Infowars.
Before leaving office, President Obama created a ‘Ministry of Truth’ to help censor the
internet and silence voices that opposed the left.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/obamas-ministry-of-truth-pushing-for-complete-censorship-of-
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internet/

Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2017 at 1:07 PM

Email comment by Alex Jones:
Luke Schultz. (Jul. 23, 2017). EXCLUSIVE: FBI Seized Smashed Hard Drives From Wasserman
Schultz IT Aide’s Home. Daily Caller.
FBI agents seized smashed computer hard drives from the home of Florida Democratic Rep.
Debbie Wasserman Schultz’s information technology (IT) administrator, according to two
sources with knowledge of the investigation.
Pakistani-born Imran Awan, long-time right-hand IT aide to the former Democratic National
Committee (DNC) Chairwoman, has since desperately tried to get the hard drives back, an
individual whom FBI investigators interviewed in the case told The Daily Caller News
Foundation’s Investigative Group.
Full story:
http://dailycaller.com/2017/07/23/exclusive-fbi-seized-smashed-hard-drives-fromwasserman-schultz-it-aides-home/

Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2017 at 1:09 PM

Email comment by RS:
Roger Stone. (Aug. 03, 2017). ROGER STONE: SETH RICH REVELATIONS BY PULITZER PRIZE
WINNER IGNORED BY MSM - Every time more information comes out on the Seth Rich case
the MSM stays silent. Infowars.
Roger Stone responds to Seymour Hersh’s revelations about DNC staffer Seth Rich.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/roger-stone-seth-rich-revelations-by-pulitzer-prize-winnerignored-by-msm/

Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2017 at 1:11 PM

Email comment by AS:
McMaster looks like a criminal. How did he ever get his appointment?
Jamie White. (Aug. 03, 2017). MCMASTER PURGING KEY TRUMP ALLIES - Deep State coup
rooting out patriots from White House. Infowars.
National Security Advisor H.R. McMaster is targeting long-time Trump loyalists who have
been at odds with the career government holdovers from the Obama administration.
The purge is part of an unfolding clash between Trump staffers committed to the
president’s ‘America First’ agenda and Washington bureaucrats determined to maintain the
“swamp” status quo.
McMaster has a list of targets loyal to Trump that he’s going to phase out over the next two
weeks, said an administration insider.
“They’re taking out people who were chosen to implement the president’s policy that he
articulated during the campaign,” he added. “McMaster’s agenda is different than the
president’s.”
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/mcmaster-purging-key-trump-allies/
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Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2017 at 6:20 PM

Alex Jones. (Aug. 03, 2017). WARNING: TOP GENERALS MOVING AGAINST PRESIDENT TRUMP
- Top military officials don’t want Trump making wartime decisions. Infowars.
Alex Jones covers the internal military coup taking place against President Trump as
General John Kelly attempts to silence the sources close to the current administration.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/warning-top-generals-moving-against-president-trump/

Reply

K. Craine

August 3, 2017 at 6:26 PM

DINESH D'SOUZA'S 'THE BIG LIE' – $4.95 TODAY ONLY!
Astonishing $22 discount on acclaimed author/filmmaker's brand-new best-seller
What is “the big lie” of the Democratic Party? That conservatives – and President Donald
Trump in particular – are fascists. Nazis, even. In a typical comment, MSNBC host Rachel
Maddow says the Trump era is reminiscent of “what it was like when Hitler first became
chancellor.”
But in fact, this audacious lie is a complete inversion of the truth. Yes, there is a fascist
threat in America – but that threat is from the Left and the Democratic Party. The
Democratic left has an ideology virtually identical with fascism and routinely borrows
tactics of intimidation and political terror from the Nazi Brownshirts.
Read more at:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/08/dinesh-dsouzas-the-big-lie-4-95-todayonly/#EomR8lYK1aBmb8ZO.99

Reply

K. Craine

August 4, 2017 at 6:37 AM

Email comment by DL/GH:AS:
Paul Joseph Watson. (Aug. 04, 2017). WITCH HUNT: ‘RUSSIAN COLLUSION’ INVESTIGATION
INCLUDES TENANTS WHO RENTED APARTMENTS IN TRUMP TOWER - CNN admits parts of
Mueller’s probe “unconnected to the 2016 elections”. Infowars.
Desperate to politically damage President Trump to lay the grounds for impeachment,
Robert Mueller’s investigation into “Russian collusion” now includes material “unconnected
to the 2016 elections” and even includes tenants who stayed in Trump Tower over the last
six years.
Sources told CNN that a “potential prosecution” could be secured not by way of evidence
that proves Russia schemed with the Trump campaign to swing the election (which is
supposedly the entire focus of the investigation), but by proving past financial
improprieties by Trump-owned business interests.
This not only underscores how the entire investigation, which now involves a Grand Jury, is
a pure witch hunt, but also how Mueller almost certainly knows that there is no clear
evidence of Russian collusion with which to nail Trump.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://www.infowars.com/witch-hunt-russian-collusion-investigation-includes-tenantswho-rented-apartments-in-trump-tower/
https://youtu.be/bBccYskSqzM
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K. Craine

August 4, 2017 at 8:11 AM

PROOF: Soros & Gore cooked up Global Warming/Climate Change in 2007
Nancy Youman. (Aug. 10, 2009). Memo on climate. Re: Recommended next steps for OSI on
climate. Open Society Institute. George Soros. Accessed Aug. 20, 2016. DCLeaks.
(p. 3: ""George Soros became interested in global warming a few years ago, we have gotten
up to speed on the issues . . . George Soros pledged $10,000,000/year for three years,
beginning in 2008, to the Alliance for Climate Protection, founded by Al Gore . . . George
Soros and OSI are looked to for leadership.").
See Page 3 of this Open Society Foundations Letter by Pres. Nancy Youman:
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2009-08-10-Memo-on-climate-Re-Recommendednext-steps-for-OSI-on-climate-Open-Society-Institute-George-Soros-DCLeaks-accessed-Aug20-2016-Aug-10-2009.pdf#page=3
TIMELINE:
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#soros-gorecooked-up-climate-change

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

August 4, 2017 at 8:13 AM

Here's a TinyURL for the climate change comment above:
https://tinyurl.com/soros-gore-climate-fraud
Spread the word!

Reply

K. Craine

August 4, 2017 at 8:18 AM

Paul Joseph Watson. (Aug. 04, 2017). WITCH HUNT: ‘RUSSIAN COLLUSION’ INVESTIGATION
INCLUDES TENANTS WHO RENTED APARTMENTS IN TRUMP TOWER - CNN admits parts of
Mueller’s probe “unconnected to the 2016 elections”. Infowars.
Desperate to politically damage President Trump to lay the grounds for impeachment,
Robert Mueller’s investigation into “Russian collusion” now includes material “unconnected
to the 2016 elections” and even includes tenants who stayed in Trump Tower over the last
six years.
Sources told CNN that a “potential prosecution” could be secured not by way of evidence
that proves Russia schemed with the Trump campaign to swing the election (which is
supposedly the entire focus of the investigation), but by proving past financial
improprieties by Trump-owned business interests.
This not only underscores how the entire investigation, which now involves a Grand Jury, is
a pure witch hunt, but also how Mueller almost certainly knows that there is no clear
evidence of Russian collusion with which to nail Trump.
Full story[VIDEO]:
https://www.infowars.com/witch-hunt-russian-collusion-investigation-includes-tenantswho-rented-apartments-in-trump-tower/

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

August 4, 2017 at 8:21 AM

Here's a TinyURL for the WITCH HUNT comment above. Spread the word, our
duly-elected President is under attack by the Deep State:
https://tinyurl.com/mueller-lynch-mob
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Reply

K. Craine

August 4, 2017 at 9:59 AM

Email comment by AT:
Subject: PROPAGANDA
I realize you have heard me many times mention the Joseph Goebbel theory of propaganda.
For the perhaps few who might not know who he was, Joseph Goebbels was the Propaganda
Minister for Adolf Hitler and the Nazi regime. I see one tenant of his theory being used here
in the USA and that is repeat, repeat, flood the news channels with what is to be pushed.
We see evidence of this with the war against Trump, the official president of the USA, being
waged by the "resistance movement" made up of those who want to maintain the status quo
of the progress agenda towards control by a globalist central government. They use the big
media and the big media goes along with them for what reason I have no idea. One would
think big media would realize when the agenda if realized they would be out of business.
Makes me scratch my head! Also by the Elite Washington Political boys and girls network
that fears being thrown out in Trumps "drain the swamp" initiative. Now here is something
to contemplate, an actual quotation from Goebbels from his diary:
"If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeating it, people will eventually come to believe
it. The lie can be maintained only for such time as the State can shield the people from the
political, economic and/or military consequences of the lie. It thus becomes vitally
important for the State to use all of its powers to repress dissent, for the truth is the
mortal enemy of the lie, and thus by extension, the truth is the greatest enemy of the
State."
Joseph Goebbels
http://www.azquotes.com/author/5626-Joseph_Goebbels

Reply

K. Craine

August 4, 2017 at 11:05 AM

Alex Jones. (Aug. 03, 2017). FEARMONGER AL GORE HAS GONE COMPLETELY INSANE Former VP pushing global warming in attempt to rob Americans. Infowars.
Top globalist Al Gore continues pushing his global warming nonsense in order to receive
money for his carbon tax company.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/fearmonger-al-gore-has-gone-completely-insane/
https://youtu.be/Sti_ovEFPdo

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

August 4, 2017 at 11:07 AM

Here's the TinyURL on this comment:
https://tinyurl.com/gore-fearmongering-his-hoax
Spread the word.
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